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ABSTRACT	
	

The	introduction	of	social	media	has	given	communication	managers	a	double-edged	sword	through	

providing	both	challenges	and	opportunities.	A	first-step	towards	better	management	of	crisis	

communication	activities	starts	with	improving	our	understanding	the	dynamics	of	online	

communication,	which	can	be	used	to	improve	their	communicative	efforts	towards	the	crisis	

stakeholders.	Through	theoretical	and	a	case	research	of	the	Malaysian	Airlines	MH370	crisis,	this	

study	attempts	to	explore	how	meaning	is	co-constructed	in	the	social	media	context	of	Twitter	

through	conducting	a	narrative	research	on	collected	tweets.	

	

This	study	explores	how	Twitter-users	make	sense	of	a	crisis	event	through	looking	at	the	many	

personal	contributions	that	was	posted	to	the	MH370-hashtag	during	a	longer	period	of	the	MH370	

crisis.	Gathering	and	identifying	the	different	personal	contributions	posted	to	the	MH370-hashtag	

over	close	to	a	month-long	period,	from	June	24th	to	July	22nd,	2015,	made	it	possible	to	identify	the	

different	narrative	contributions	to	the	aspects	of	the	MH370	crisis	narrative,	addressing	the	“what	

has	happened?”,	“why	has	it	happened?”,	and	“what	will	be	done?”	aspects	of	the	crisis.	

	

Keywords:	Online	communication,	social	media,	Twitter,	personal	narratives,	crisis	narratives	
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CHAPTER	1:	INTRODUCTION	
	

This	chapter	intends	to	build	up	the	foundation	of	this	thesis	through	presenting	the	background	of	

the	problem	and	the	research	question,	as	well	as	the	motivation	of	carrying	out	this	research.	In	

addition	to	this,	relevant	definitions	and	research	delimitations	will	be	discussed.		

	

1.1 Introduction	
At	the	8th	of	March	2014	00:24	(MYT),	Malaysia	Airlines	issued	an	official	press	statement	announcing	

that	their	flight	370	had	gone	missing.	In	the	aviation	industry,	an	event	of	such	magnitude	carries	the	

potential	of	destroying	a	company’s	brand	overnight.	

	

Such	events	are	rare.	So	when	they	do	happen,	they	are	by	all	means	to	be	considered	as	something	

novel.	From	the	moment	of	impact,	it	is	sure	to	be	the	talked	about	for	days,	if	not	weeks	and	months,	

cascading	from	whatever	source	that	shared	this	information	towards	those	with	any	form	of	interest	

to	follow	the	development	of	the	crisis.	What	happens	when	the	urge	for	information	among	the	crisis	

stakeholders	is	strong	and	pressing,	but	the	facts	are	not	there?	How	does	this	affect	the	stories	being	

told,	the	meaning	being	constructed	of	the	event?	Affected	stakeholders	demand	the	correct	

information	at	the	right	time	often	stand	in	conflict	with	the	restrictions	of	reality,	where	the	

organization	does	not	have	access	to	the	information	when	needed.	

	

Not	too	many	years	ago,	news	regarding	a	crisis	would	be	communicated	through	an	arranged	press	

conference	hosted	by	the	organization,	which	would	invite	media	stakeholders	and	other	involved	

parties,	to	inform	them	on	the	event.	The	information	would	then	cascade	through	the	media	

landscape	by	journalists	and	their	respective	channels	of	communication;	traditionally	radio,	TV	and	

newspapers,	until	the	message	had	reached	its	recipients.	The	organization	would	be	in	control	of	the	

information	until	it	had	been	shared	it	with	journalists,	who	then	would	take	over	the	information	and	

reassembly	it	into	story	based	on	their	own	interpretations,	before	communicating	it	to	their	

respective	audiences.	As	the	media	coverage	of	the	crisis	proceeded,	other	journalists	could	use	these	

stories	as	a	second-hand	source	of	information	in	order	to	create	bricolages	that	best	represent	their	

own	idiosyncratic	understanding	of	the	event	(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2011).		This	dynamic	enables	

journalists	to	be	storytellers	through	making	sense	of	the	information	available	at	hand,	which	then	

mediate	the	recipients’	understanding	of	the	event,	giving	the	journalists	the	responsibility	to	ensure	
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validity	and	reliability	to	both	the	source	of	the	information	as	well	as	the	information	itself,	which	is	

why	we	often	refer	to	journalists	as	“watchdogs”	of	society	(“How	journalists	act	as	watchdogs,”	2016).	

	

The	disruptive	forces	of	today’s	digital	culture	have	changed	the	way	we	communicate	(McQuivey,	

2013),	which	again	affect	the	recipients’	interpretation	of	the	message	(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2011).	

Over	the	last	ten	years,	the	media	landscape	has	seen	an	introduction	and	establishment	of	social	

media	platforms,	such	as	Twitter	and	Facebook,	which	now	co-exists	with	the	traditional	channels	of	

TV,	radio	and	print.	While	there	was	an	initial	skepticism	to	the	longevity	of	these	new	digital	

platforms,	today	there	is	little	doubt	that	the	platforms	have	come	to	stay,	and	that	it	has	been	made	an	

impact	on	how	we	consume	information	(McQuivey,	2013).	Social	media	channels	add	an	odd	flavor	to	

the	media	landscape	through	affording	anyone	with	a	computer	and	online	connection	to	participate	

in	a	collaborative	effort	of	co-constructing	the	communicated	content	(Page,	2012).	Twitter,	Facebook,	

blogs	and	websites	enable	its	users,	which	can	be	anyone,	to	effortless	share	their	understanding	of	

the	world	and	its	current	events,	allowing	everyone	to	be	possible	prosumers	of	content	(Bruns,	2007),	

mixing	consumption	and	production	of	content.		

Digital	disruption	has	repositioned	crisis	stakeholders	from	being	passive	receivers	into	becoming	

active	co-producers	of	crisis	information	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	Journalists	are	traditionally	bound	

by	law	and	ethics	to	respect	information	integrity	and	to	show	patience	when	the	answers	are	lacking,	

but	when	the	boarder-line	between	laymen	journalists	and	private	persons	acting	as	journalists	are	

fading,	a	question	rise:	Does	this	affect	the	stories	being	told	and	the	meaning	being	constructed	in	the	

many	recipient	minds?	

	

1.2 Aim	of	the	thesis	
As	a	result	of	its	highly	collaborative,	dialogic,	emergent	and	personalized	characteristics,	social	media	

platforms	offers	researchers	a	context-rich	environment	that	researchers	can	study	the	phenomenon	

of	storytelling	production	and	reception	in	(Page,	2012).	While	social	media	are	becoming	an	

increasingly	more	important	part	of	organizations’	and	companies’	crisis	response	activities,	it	is	still	a	

field	that	is	considered	to	be	highly	understudied	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	This	thesis	attempts	to	

contribute	with	a	better	understanding	on	how	crisis	stakeholders	construct	their	interpretation	of	an	

organizational	crisis,	through	researching	their	communicative	efforts	at	Twitter.	
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Through	theoretical	and	empirical	research,	I	attempt	to	answer	the	following	research	question:		

	

How	does	online	communication	influence	the	

collaborative	meaning-construction	of	an	organizational	crisis?	

	

In	order	to	answer	the	research	question,	I	will	attempt	to	answer	the	following	sub-questions:		

• What	characterizes	the	personal	contributions	to	the	MH370	hashtag?	

• How	do	the	personal	contributions	to	the	hashtag	add	to	the	MH370	crisis	narrative?	

	

Twitter	is	well-known	for	being	especially	capable	of	rapid	information	sharing	(Jansen,	Zhang,	Sobel,	

&	Chowdury,	2009,	through	Page,	2012)	as	the	platform	requires	the	messages	to	be	short	and	on-the-

point,	and	enables	it	to	easily	be	spread	against	large,	interconnected	networks	of	users	(Page,	2012).	

As	a	result,	Twitter	is	often	used	among	the	crisis	stakeholders	to	promote	awareness	and	spread	

information	related	to	crisis	events,	which	makes	it	a	viable	research	object	for	achieving	a	better	

understanding	of	stakeholders’	personal	interpretation	of	the	crisis	events.		

The	hashtag	is	an	archetypical	hypertextual	feature	of	Twitter	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	Being	searchable,	

it	affords	its	users	to	follow	any	contributions	that	included	the	same	hashtag,	enabling	a	two-way	

one-to-many	line	of	communication	that	allow	its	participants	to	collectively	construct	the	hashtag	

content,	which	is	why	Twitter	often	is	a	backchannel	for	live	events	(Zappavigna,	2015).	

Through	studying	tweets	that	have	been	collected	from	the	MH370	hashtag,	I	aim	to	identify	the	

personal	contributions,	that	being	tweets	with	a	personal	relevance	to	the	author,	that	utilizes	the	

hashtag.	After	this,	the	personal	content	analyzed	in	terms	of	how	it	contributes	to	the	crisis	narratives	

through	the	use	of	narrative	research.	Narrative	research	can	be	an	ideal	way	of	capturing	and	

interpreting	broad	themes	of	communication	that	multiple	parties	generates	over	the	span	of	a	crisis,	

and	can	help	to	understand	how	different	crisis	narratives	evolves	throughout	the	crisis	over	time.	

Crisis	narrative	assumes	that	many	individual	messages	can	be	combined	towards	establishing	larger	

themes,	shared	by	multiple	involved	stakeholders	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).		

	

1.3 Problem	delimitation	and	research	limitations	
Since	there	are	many	different	angles	to	approach	the	given	research	question	from,	I	intend	to	outline	

some	delimitations	that	makes	it	easier	for	me	as	a	researcher	to	stay	focused	through	the	research	

process.		

As	online	communication	is	fragmented,	spread	across	a	high	number	of	different	digital	platforms,	

this	research	limits	itself	one	specific	social	media	platform	–	Twitter	–	as	a	source	of	online	content.	
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The	research	is	limited	to	study	the	Malaysia	Airlines	MH370	crisis,	and	will	only	collect	and	analyze	

content	posted	from	non-organizational	participants,	since	the	aim	is	to	study	personal	contributions.	

Due	to	the	massive	amount	of	content	that	is	posted	at	the	Twitter	hashtag,	the	research	only	consider	

content	posted	towards	the	MH370-hashtag	between	June	24th	2015,	14:48	GMT+1,	and	July	22nd	

2015,	08:11	GMT+1.	In	addition,	only	content	posted	from	English	Twitter	profiles	will	be	analyzed.	It	

is	at	the	same	time	worth	reflecting	upon	that	the	research	limits	itself	to	a	certain	segment	of	

individuals	whom	carry	the	competence	with	using	social	media	technology,	which	makes	it	possible	

that	other	segments	of	the	populations	are	being	left	out.	
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CHAPTER	2:	CONTEXT	OF	THE	MALAYSIA	AIRLINE	MH370	CRISIS	
	

In	this	chapter,	the	contextual	background	to	the	Malaysia	Airline	MH370	crisis	will	be	introduced	and	

described,	as	it	is	necessary	to	understand	the	crisis	backstory	before	interpreting	the	narrative	

contributions	posted	on	Twitter.	Since	there	is	a	lot	that	can	be	said	regarding	the	MH370	crisis,	this	

chapter	limits	itself	to	the	main	events	happening	from	the	crisis	started	at	the	8th	of	March	2014	and	

up	until	the	point	that	this	research’s	data	collection	ended	at	July	22nd	2015.	Hence,	no	developments	

proceeding	July	22nd	2015	are	mentioned.	

	

At	the	8th	of	March	2014,	00:42	(MYT),	the	international	passenger	flight	Malaysia	Airlines	Flight	370	

begun	its	voyage	from	Kuala	Lumpur	International	Airport	near	Kuala	Lumpur,	Malaysia,	to	the	Beijing	

Capital	International	Airport	in	Beijing,	China.	At	01:01	(MYT),	the	flight	crew	reports	that	they	have	

reached	flight	level	350	–	approximately	35,000	ft.	(10,700	meters)	over	ground.		A	little	later,	at	01:07	

(MYT),	the	Aircraft	Communications	Addressing	and	Reporting	System	(ACARS)	sends	a	packet	of	data	

about	the	flight’s	condition	(Australian	Transport	Safety	Bureau,	2014)	–		a	standard	and	expected	

procedure.	The	last	data	received	from	the	aircraft	transponder	gave	no	indicators	of	problems	with	

the	aircraft	system,	showing	that	the	aircraft	travelled	at	471	knots	(872	km/h)	at	its	assigned	cruise	

altitude	(Cenciotti,	2014).	Nor	were	there	any	indicators	of	challenging	flight	conditions:	the	weather	

was	nice,	with	few	clouds	and	no	nearby	thunder	storms	(The	Malaysian	ICAO	Annex	13	Safety	

Investigation	Team	for	MH370,	2015).	The	MH70	aircraft	was	a	Boeing	777-200ER	model,	and	carried	

12	Malaysian	crew	members	and	227	passengers	from	15	nations	on	board	(Malaysia	Airlines,	2014).	

	

At	01:19	(MYT),	about	an	hour	after	takeoff,	somewhere	above	the	South	China	Sea,	the	Captain	of	

MH370	follows	the	routines,	bidding	air	traffic	control	“good	night”,	in	what	would	be	the	last	verbal	

communication	between	the	aircraft	and	the	airport	(The	Malaysian	ICAO	Annex	13	Safety	

Investigation	Team	for	MH370,	2015).	Just	about	two	minutes	later,	at	01:21	(MYT),	the	flight	

disappeared	almost	simultaneously	from	both	the	Kuala	Lumpur	ACC’s	and	the	Ho	Chi	Minh	ACC’s	

radar	screens,	indicating	that	the	aircraft’s	signal	transponder	had,	for	unknown	reasons,	been	shut	

down	(The	Malaysian	ICAO	Annex	13	Safety	Investigation	Team	for	MH370,	2015).	

Malaysian	military	radars	are	capable	of	tracking	objects	through	detecting	reflected	radio	signals	and	

could	still	track	MH370.	These	radars	revealed	a	change	in	the	MH370	flight	path	at	the	time	of	

transponder	shutdown;	first	turning	right,	to	then	almost	immediately	taking	a	left	turn,	in	a	

southwesterly	direction	(The	Malaysian	ICAO	Annex	13	Safety	Investigation	Team	for	MH370,	2015).	

Now	deviated	from	its	planned	flight	path,	MH370	crosses	the	Malay	Peninsula,	until	leaving	the	
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Malaysian	military	radar’s	range	at	02:22	(MYT)	above	the	Andaman	Sea,	370	km	northwest	of	Penang	

in	northwestern	Malaysia	(Australian	Transport	Safety	Bureau,	2014).	

	

At	02:25	(MYT),	the	aircraft’s	satellite	communications	system	(ACARS)	goes	active	for	the	first	time	

since	01:07	(MYT),	sending	a	“log-on	request”	message	to	the	Inmarsat	system	satellite	system	

(Australian	Transport	Safety	Bureau,	2014).	The	aircraft	communicates	with	the	satellite	system,	by	

responding	on	hourly	status	request	sent	to	the	aircraft,	as	well	as	two	phone	calls	made	at	02:39	and	

07:13	–	though	the	calls	remained	unanswered	(Australian	Transport	Safety	Bureau,	2014).	This	went	

on	until	08:19,	when	the	aircraft	sent	its	last	log-on	request,	which	is	also	the	last	piece	of	data	

available	from	Flight	370,	as	the	aircraft	stopped	respond	to	status	requests	from	Inmarsat	at	09:15	

(Australian	Transport	Safety	Bureau,	2014).	This	data	were	then	derived	into	the	search	areas	used	in	

the	initial	attempts	to	locate	MH370,	as	seen	in	figure	1	underneath.	

	

	
Figure	1	–	The	initial	search	area	of	MH370	in	Southeast	Asia	(Heneen,	2014a)	

	

Few	hours	after	MH370	had	gone	missing	–	at	05:30	MYT	–	the	Kuala	Lumpur	Aeronautical	Rescue	

Coordination	Centre	(ARCC)	was	activated	in	order	to	coordinate	the	first	search	and	rescue	efforts	

(Broderick,	2014),	initially	investigating	the	Gulf	of	Thailand	and	the	South	China	Sea,	as	this	was	the	

location	of	the	flight’s	signal	was	last	received	from,	which	later	were	extended	to	include	the	Strait	of	

Malacca	due	to	satellite	data	indicating	that	MH370	had	turned	around	(“RMAF	chief:	Recordings	

captured	from	radar	indicate	flight	deviated	from	original	route,”	2014),	and	on	the	12th	of	March,	the	

Andaman	Sea,	based	on	supplementary	Malaysian	military	radar	data	indicating	that	an	unknown	

aircraft	had	passed	370	km	northwest	of	Penang	Island	(Koswanage	&	Govindasamy,	2014).	

At	the	24th	of	March	2014,	an	analysis	of	the	flight’s	communication	with	the	Inmarsat	satellite	

communication	network	concluded	that	flight	MH370	had	continued	to	fly	for	almost	six	hours	after	

its	final	traces	on	the	Malaysian	military	radar,	until	at	least	08:19	(MYT).	Based	on	the	new	
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information,	it	was	determined	that	MH370	had	to	be	located	alongside	one	of	two	corridors:	A	

northern	arc,	stretching	from	northern	Thailand	to	Kazakhstan,	and	a	southern	arc,	stretching	into	the	

Southern	Indian	Ocean	(Kamal,	2014).	Previous	search	efforts	in	the	Southeast	Asia	region	were	

abandoned,	and	new	efforts	were	invested	in	the	southern	corridor,	discounting	the	northern	corridor,	

as	none	of	the	involved	countries	in	that	area	had	experienced	sightings	of	the	airplane	on	their	radar	

systems.		

This	information	resulted	to	a	statement	from	the	Malaysian	government	at	the	24th	of	March	that	

concluded	that	flight	MH370	had	ended	up	somewhere	in	the	southern	Indian	ocean,	far	away	from	

any	possible	landing	sites	(Fuller	&	Buckley,	2014).		

	

	
Figure	2	–	An	overview	of	the	southern	corridor	search	efforts	(Heneen,	2014b)	

As	a	result	of	the	search	process	shifting	to	the	southern	Indian	Ocean,	Malaysia	asked	for	support	for	

the	search	efforts	(Hodal,	2014),	which	Australia	then	agreed	on	to	lead	(“Missing	MH370:	Australia	to	

lead	southern	search	for	MH370,”	2014;	Wroe,	2014).		

The	southern	corridor	consist	of	a	massive	region	of	in	total	1,120,000	km2	located	south-west	for	

Perth,	Australia,	characterized	by	strong	winds,	hostile	climate	and	seas,	and	deep	ocean	floors	

(Jacobs,	2014),	as	seen	illustrated	in	figure	2	above.	Several	search	efforts	were	carried	out	in	specific	

regions	of	the	southern	corridor,	in	an	attempt	to	locate	signals	from	the	airplane’s	underwater	locator	

beacons	that	are	attached	to	the	airplane’s	flight	recorder	device,	that	were	assumed	to	expire	around	

the	7th	of	April	due	to	battery	power	shortage	(“Malaysia	flight	MH370:	No	time	limit	on	search,	says	

Tony	Abbott,”	2014).	Between	4-8	April	2014,	the	ships	conducting	the	search	detected	several	signals	
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with	some	similarity	to	the	frequency	and	rhythm	of	the	sound	that	is	emitted	by	the	locator	beacons	

(Australian	Transport	Safety	Bureau,	2014),	however,	the	beacons	was	not	located	before	their	

batteries	were	drained.	The	sea-floor	near	the	signal	detection	were	then	searched	with	sonars	

between	14	April	–	28	May	2014,	without	any	positive	signs	of	MH370	(Australian	Transport	Safety	

Bureau,	2014).	

	

Although	the	underwater	search	efforts	continued	throughout	2014	and	2015,	using	several	

underwater	vessels	in	combination	with	a	bathymetric	survey	of	the	search	area,	the	efforts	have	not	

been	able	to	locate	MH370.	The	Malaysian,	Chinese	and	Australian	government	have	agreed	to	limit	

the	search	efforts	to	120,000	km2	of	seafloor	(“MH370	Operational	Search	Update—	09	December	

2015,”	2015),	where	as	of	June	29th	2016	110,000	km2	have	been	searched,	estimating	the	current	

search	effort	will	be	completed	by	August	2016	(“MH370	Operational	Search	Update—	29	June	2016,”	

2016).		

	

If	the	presumed	loss	of	the	airplane	becomes	confirmed,	Flight	MH370	will	be	the	second	deadliest	

incident	involving	a	Boeing	777	and	the	second	deadliest	incident	in	Malaysia	Airlines'	history,	behind	

Flight	17.	
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CHAPTER	3:	LITERATURE	REVIEW	
	

In	this	chapter	of	the	thesis,	I	outline	its	theoretical	foundation,	which	primarily	consist	of	theories	on	

the	digital	culture	and	online	communication,	the	social	media	and	Twitter,	as	well	the	two	types	of	

narratives	that	will	be	used	to	better	understand	object	of	study;	the	first	order	personal	narratives	

and	second-order	crisis	narratives.		

	

3.1 The	digital	culture	
In	today’s	society,	communication	is	heavily	mediated	by	the	digital	culture	we	live	in,	so	in	order	to	

achieve	a	better	understanding	of	communication	in	this	environment,	it	can	be	of	use	to	better	

understand	the	features	of	the	digital	culture.	

	

M.	Deuze	(2006)	points	out	three	principal	concepts	of	the	digital	culture:	(1)	Participation,	(2)	

Remediation	and	(3)	Bricolage.	

	

(1) Participation	describes	how	many	Internet-services	affords	the	possibility	of	open	publishing:	

anyone	can	create	and	publish	content	to	the	Internet,	usually	with	no	other	requirement	than	

setting	up	a	profile	for	yourself	through	the	respective	platform	you	wish	to	utilize.	Through	

affording	participation,	the	Internet	enables	anyone	to	become,	and	act	as,	a	journalist,	which	

evolves	the	production	of	news	into	a	collaborative	activity,	where	anyone	with	the	basic	

technological	access	to	the	Internet	now	can	contribute	to	the	generation	of	news	content.	

	

(2) Remediation	can	be	understood	as	a	dynamic	where	“every	new	medium	diverges	from	yet	also	

reproduces	older	media,	whereas	old	media	refashion	themselves	to	answer	the	challenges	of	new	

media”	(Bolter	&	Grusin,	1999,	through	Deuze,	2006	p.	68).	An	example	on	remediation	is	

when	webloggers	carries	with	them,	but	adapts,	the	traditional	journalistic	strategies	and	

techniques	from	traditional	media,	for	instance	when	creating	and	structuring	articles,	using	

headers	and	sub-headers,	ingress	and	body	text.	

	

(3) 	Bricolage	has	been	defined	by	J.	Hartley,	referring	to	L’evi-Strauss,	as	“the	creation	of	objects	

with	materials	to	hand,	re-using	existing	artefacts	and	incorporating	bits	and	pieces”	(Hartley,	

2002,	through	Deuze,	2006	p.	70).	In	the	context	of	digital	culture,	Deuze	(2006)	draws	on	the	

notion	of	bricolage	to	explain	how	internet-users	remix,	reconstruct	and	reuse	different	

content,	such	as	ideas,	notions,	symbols,	et	cetera,	as	a	mean	of	creating	new	insights	or	
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meanings.	In	the	online	setting,	bricolage	is	an	easily	observed	phenomenon,	as	the	Internet’s	

core	functionalities	both	promote	and	embrace	this	sort	of	user	behavior.	For	instance	at	

online	news	sites,	journalists	can	easily	construct	an	article	based	on	different	sources	of	ideas,	

referring	to	the	original	content	through	a	mention	of	the	author	with	a	hyperlink	to	the	

original	content,	and	then	share	their	own	repurposed	or	aggregated	versions	of	their	content	

towards	popular	social	media	channels,	such	as	Facebook,	Twitter	and	Google+,	which	then	

promotes	a	future	bricolage	of	the	content.	

	

3.2 Online	communication	
Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2011,	p.	1100-1101)	draws	their	understanding	of	online	communication	from	

Aristotle’s	notion	of	communication	as	a	process,	where	“man	does	not	experience	organizations	(the	

object)	directly,	but	rather	comes	to	know	organizations	through	the	communication	they	utilize	to	

explain	their	actions	as	well	as	the	communication	others	use	to	explain	the	organizations	(the	process)”.	

This	notion	oppose	the	understanding	of	communication	as	a	transmission;	as	something	that	transit	

from	a	sender	to	a	receiver,	which	is	a	nation	that	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2011)	argue	is	a	limited,	in	that	

it	sacrifices	the	more	detailed,	in-depth	understanding	of	communication	to	the	benefit	for	a	more	

simplistic,	clearer	picture	of	the	social	world,	focusing	too	much	on	individual	communicative	acts.	

Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2011)	instead	argue	that	researchers	should	reconnect	with	the	notion	of	

communication	as	a	process,	explained	in	“connected,	open-ended	and	recursive	terms”	(p.	1102),	and	

to	revisit	the	idea	of	communication	as	bricolage.		

The	notion	of	communication	as	a	process	can	be	better	explained	as	by	its	becoming,	not	its	being,	in	

which	“the	substances	(e.g.	utterances)	derive	their	meaning,	significance,	applicability	and/or	identity	

from	the	changing	functional	roles	they	play	in	transaction	with	other	substances”	(Emirbayer,	1997,	p.	

287).	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2011)	says	that	it	is	the	transaction	that	is	the	prime	unit	of	investigation,	as	

it	constitutes	how	the	utterance	functions,	making	the	utterance	merely	a	point	in	a	larger	interrelated	

web	of	contributions	in	a	communicative	flow.	Examining	a	single	utterance	will	give	a	limited	

understanding	if	not	considering	how	the	utterance	transacts	with	other	substances,	which	is	

especially	evident	at	social	media	platforms,	where	the	meaning	of	a	message	(utterance)	cannot	be	

fully	understood	without	understanding	how	the	message	bricolage	into	new	messages	(interacting	

with	other	substances),	creating	new	meanings,	becoming	something	else.	

Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2011)	elaborates	that	when	understanding	online	communication	as	a	process,	it	

implies	that	meaning	is	collectively	created,	without	any	end	product	due	to	continuous	attempts	of	

inviting	others	to	collaborate	with	the	meaning	construction.	As	they	state	it,	it	is	”collaboration,	a	

process	of	mass	meaning	creation.	It	is	a	broad	flow	of	events,	an	on-going	process,	where	any	attempt	at	
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fixation,	be	it	for	academic	or	professional	purposes,	will	fail”	(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2011,	p.	1104),	

arguing	that	understanding	communication	from	the	collaborative	paradigm	is	well	suited	for	

studying	environments	where	there	no	longer	exist	any	means	to	control	the	message,	and	where	the	

message	is	made	through	collaborations,	which	are	two	typical	features	of	online	communication.	

	

Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2011,	p.	1098)	describes	five	distinct	features	of	online	communication,	in	that	it	

is:	(1)	Negotiable	and	uncontrolled,	(2)	Time-space	free,	(3)	Hypertextual,	(4)	Hyper-public	and	(5)	Two-

way	mass	communication.		

	

(1) Negotiable	implies	that	since	online	communication	technology	is	easy	accessible,	its	users	can	

afford	to	participate	and	generate	content,	which	moves	the	form	of	communication	away	from	

the	passive	consumption	of	content	as	seen	in	traditional	channels	(e.g.	television,	radio,	

newspapers)	and	instead	allow	the	recipients	to	co-produce	the	content.	Uncontrolled	implies	

that	since	most	of	the	online	activities	and	its	produced	content	can	be	stored,	deleted,	

accessed,	replicated,	edited	and	retrieved,	the	producer(s)	can	easily	loose	control	after	the	

moment	of	production.		

Combined,	these	two	characteristics	describe	the	evolving	nature	of	online	communication,	

where	there	is	no	guarantee	that	the	message	will	remain	static	and	under	control.	

	

(2) Time-space	free	implies	that	online	communication	is	independent	of	time	and	space,	a	notion	

which	consequences	are	that	the	traditional	linear	sequence	of	action->reaction	is	broken	up.	

When	a	communicative	action	is	made	online,	it	is	not	given	when	or	where	a	certain	reaction	

will	be	made.	A	Facebook-post	might	receive	a	comment	immediately	or	a	year	later,	or	it	

might	be	copied	and	brought	into	another	context,	for	instance	through	a	blog	commentary.	

	

(3) Hypertextual	refers	to	the	affordance	of	linking	content	together,	where	for	instance	URLs	and	

hashtags	can	be	used	refer,	link	and	group	together	different	content	with	each	other,	creating	

an	interconnected	network.	

	

(4) Hyper-public	refers	to	the	high	level	of	accessibility,	where	the	world	sees	a	rapid	development	

not	only	in	how	many	people	that	have	access	to	the	internet,	but	also	how	the	internet	gain	

access	to	the	different	parts	of	our	life,	in	which	the	private	becomes	the	public.	

Simultaneously,	online	communication	then	washes	away	the	board-lines	between	citizens	

and	journalists,	allowing	us	to	be	citizen-consumers	(Scammell,	2000)	that	can	both	produce	
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and	consume	public	content.	

	

(5) Two-way	mass	communication	refers	to	an	important	feature	of	online	communication,	where	

technological	capabilities	affords	participants	to	interact	directly	against	a	larger	audience,	and	

indirectly	against	a	possible	mass-audience,	changing	the	traditional	one-way	direction	of	

communication	into	a	two-way	direction.	While	participants	often	communicate	directly	

towards	a	group	of	few	actors,	the	technology	enables	the	same	communicative	efforts	to	be	

indirectly	aimed	at	a	larger	audience.	For	instance,	a	Facebook	update	can	have	a	comment	

thread	with	a	certain	number	of	participants	replying,	where	each	participant	carries	with	

them	a	number	of	observers	–	in	the	case	of	Facebook,	the	friends	and	followers	of	each	

participants	–	that	indirectly	can	observe	the	communicative	efforts	in	the	thread,	even	while	

not	directly	participating.	Another	affordance	that	allow	for	a	possible	mass-audience	is	the	

hashtag:	a	searchable	keyword	that	will	connect	the	surrounding	content	towards	an	

unknown-sized	audience	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	A	reaction	to	the	Internet’s	mass	

communicative	potential	is	the	use	of	anonymous	or	staged	selves,	where	participants	either	

disclose	their	identity	completely,	or	shadow	it	behind	a	nickname	that	reduces	the	social	cues	

against	their	identity.	

	

As	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2013)	points	out	in	their	case	study	of	online	communication	about	Novo	

Nordisk,	three	aforementioned	features	of	online	communication	act	as	premises	that	allows	

collaborative	online	communication	to	take	place:	

	

(1) The	feature	of	two-way	mass	communication	is	a	central	premise	to	the	possibility	of	

collaborative	meaning	formation,	where	technology	affords	the	possibility	for	people	to	make	a	

contribution:	a	possible	behavior	that	social	practices	then	mediates	through	encouraging	

and/or	discouraging	the	users	through	social	norms	and	regulations.	This	brings	a	nuance	to	

the	features	of	online	communication;	just	because	the	features	makes	it	possible	to	

contribution,	the	actual	behavior	will	still	be	decided	by	the	social	set	of	rules.		

	

(2) The	feature	of	participation	in	online	communication	encourages	collaboration	among	its	

participants,	which	is	a	premise	that	is	enforced	through	the	notion	of	communication	as	a	

process,	where	the	importance	of	an	utterance	does	not	lie	in	the	utterance	itself,	but	how	it	

interacts	with	other	utterances.	This	premise	also	connects	to	the	notion	of	bricolage,	where	

meaning	is	created	through	assembling	pieces	of	information	that	the	bricoleur	has	at	hand.	
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(3) The	third	premise	that	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2013)	points	out,	is	that	collaborative	co-

production	of	meaning	is	made	through,	and	as,	narration	processes,	where	the	narratives	

reflects	how	people	interpret	and	understand	different	aspects	of	the	world.	One	structure	that	

Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2013)	points	out	is	affected	by	this	process,	are	organizations	and	their	

activities,	as	“organizations	literally	are	the	narratives	that	people	concoct,	share,	embellish,	

dispute	and	retell	in	ways	which	maintain	and	objectify	reality”	(Humphreys	&	Brown,	2002,	p.	

405,	through	Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2013,	p.	567),	which	is	argued	to	be	especially	relevant	in	

online	communication,	as	organizations	must	be	understood	as	“throwaway,	encounter-based,	

communitarian	and	interdepended	constructions”	and	not	“individualist	and	monological”	

(Humphreys	&	Brown,	2002,	p.	405,	through	Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2013,	p.	567).		

Due	to	the	high	number	of	participants	that	collaborate	in	the	construction	of	the	

organizational	narratives,	it	is	argued	that	the	narratives	are	bound	to	be	multiple	and	

divergent.	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2013)	argues	that	these	multiple,	divergent	narratives	can	be	

constructed	into	overarching	meta-narratives,	where	the	different	narratives	can	co-exist	side-

by-side,	being	self-aware	and	implicitly	or	explicitly	address	their	different	participation	in	

how	the	organization	(or	an	organizational	event)	is	addressed.	

	

3.3 Web	2.0	and	social	media	communication	
The	term	social	media	can	refer	to	Internet-based	applications	that	give	its	participants	the	possibility	

of	social	interaction,	and	is	more	or	less	synonymous	with	the	terminology	Web	2.0	(O’Reilly,	2007;	

Page,	2012).	A	distinction	between	the	terms	can	be	made	in	that	social	media	focus	more	on	the	social	

aspect	of	the	technology,	while	web	2.0	is	coined	for	a	specific	commercial	context,	and	as	a	mean	of	

dividing	the	“old”	and	the	“new”	web	genres	(Page,	2012).	

Some	examples	on	social	media	can	be	discussion	forums	(i.e.	Reddit),	blogs	(i.e.	Medium),	wikis	(i.e.	

Wikipedia),	social	network	sites	(i.e.	Facebook	and	Google+)	and	microblogging	(i.e.	Twitter).		

	

Social	media	is	distinguished	from	the	more	traditional	forms	of	mass	media	in	that	it	affords	a	two-

way,	instead	on	one-way,	one-to-many	line	of	communication	(Page	2012,	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	2011).		
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1978	 Bulletin	Board	System	

1980	 Usenet	

1984	 SMS	concept	developed	

1988	 Internet	Relay	Chat	

1995	

eBay,	Ward	Cunningcham	coins	the	term	"wiki"	and	launches	first	wiki	

site	

1997	 John	Barger	coins	term	"web	log"	

1998	 Yahoo	groups	

1999	 Live	Journal,	Blogger.com	

2001	 Google	groups,	Wikipedia,	Cyworld	

2002	 Friendster,	Last.fm	

2003	 MySpace,	WordPress,	LinkedIn,	Second	Life,	Skype	

2004	 Flickr,	Facebook,	Digg,	Ben	Hammersly	coins	the	term	"podcasting",	Tim	

O'Reilly	coins	the	term	"Web	2.0"	

2005	 YouTube	

2006	 Twitter	

2007	 Justin	TV,	Tumblr,	Gowalla	

2009	 Foursquare,	Google	Wave,	Chatroulette	

2010	 Instagram	
	

Figure	3	-	Timeline	of	web	genres	and	terms	(Page	2012,	p.	6)	

The	timeline	in	figure	3	above	illustrates	the	development	of	social	media	for	the	past	years,	and	it	is	

noticeable	how	the	early	technology	that	afforded	social	interaction	during	the	1980s	evolved	into	

promoting	a	more	public	(rather	than	private	or	semi-public)	context	during	the	1990s	through	wikis	

and	blogs,	which	become	mainstream	over	the	millennia	through	actors	like	Live	Journal,	Blogger	and	

later	WordPress,	allowing	its	users	to	not	only	write	and	publish	their	content	against	the	masses,	but	

also	to	link	against	others’,	promoting	collective	contributions	through	digital	bricolage.	The	use	of	

social	media	sites	was	then	further	accelerated	through	the	introduction	of	mobile	technologies	(such	

as	smart	phones)	and	technology	that	improved	Internet	access	(i.e.	Wi-Fi	/	3G).		

	

Page	(2012,	p.	8)	points	out	five	characteristics	that	make	social	media	a	distinct	category	of	

computer-mediated	communication,	in	that	social	media	is:	(1)	Collaborative,	(2)	Dialogic,	(3)	

Emergent,	(4)	Personalized	and	(5)	Context-rich	environments.	It	is	worth	noting	that	while	these	
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characteristics	are	similar	to	those	introduced	by	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2011),	they	differ	in	that	they	

consider	the	social	media	in	specific,	and	not	online	communication	in	general.	

	

(1) The	collaborative	nature	of	social	media	underlines	its	capacity	for	people	to	participate	and	

connect	with	each	other,	where	the	social	media	sites	must	be	understood	as	shared	platforms,	

and	not	static	pages,	that	enables	and	promotes	collaborative	contributions.	

	

(2) Social	media	is	dialogic	through	affording	social	interactions	by	allowing	comments,	discussion	

pages,	ratings	and	tag	mechanisms.	

	

(3) Social	media	is	emergent,	in	that	the	distribution	of	the	communicative	efforts,	such	as	blog	

posts,	tweets,	comments,	are	created	and	received	asynchronously	by	its	participants,	making	

the	single	contributions	to	appear	in	an	episodic	way,	rather	than	focusing	on	a	discrete	

narrative	product.	

	

(4) A	consequence	of	the	multiple	contributions	to	social	media,	which	are	highly	accessible,	is	

that	the	redistribution	can	be	highly	personalized,	either	by	the	system	to	the	user,	as	in	a	

Facebook-	or	Twitter-feed	where	the	content	is	distributed	based	on	user	preference,	or	

through	the	user,	when	hand-picking	content,	which	is	reassembled	through	adding	new	

meanings	to	it.	

	

(5) As	a	result	of	the	aforementioned	collaborative,	dialogic,	emergent	and	personalized	

characteristics,	social	media	have	context-rich	environments,	which	Page	(2012,	p.	9)	points	out	

provide	“a	significant,	unprecedented	opportunity	for	narrative	researchers	to	observe	patterns	

of	storytelling	production	and	reception	in	a	way	that	is	less	tractable	for	offline	examples	of	face-

to-face	or	written	forms	of	narration.”		

3.4 Twitter	
Matthew	Russell	(2013,	p.	7)	describes	Twitter	as	“a	microblogging	

service	that	allows	people	to	communicate	with	short,	140-character	

messages	that	roughly	correspond	to	thoughts	or	ideas,	[…]	a	free,	high-

speed,	global	text-messaging	service	[…]	that	enables	rapid	and	easy	

communication”.		
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Twitter	is	often	considered	to	be	a	microblogging	site	(Page,	2012;	Russell,	2013;	Zappavigna,	2011),	

where	the	participants	may	communicate	with	each	other	through	relatively	short	messages,	that,	

with	some	exceptions,	are	limited	to	140	characters	in	length	(Page	2012).		

	

After	Twitter	was	founded	by	Jack	Dorsey	in	2006	(Twitter,	2012),	it	has	been	growing	ever	since,	and	

enjoyed	per	30.	September	2015	as	many	as	320	million	monthly	active	users	(Twitter,	2015a).	

	

Twitter	is	often	described	to	have	a	noisy	environment,	with	fast-paced,	ephemeral	communication	

(Cha,	Haddadi,	Benevenuto,	&	Gummadi,	2010).	Twitter	contrasts	to	other	forms	in	communication,	in	

that	there	are	no	expectations	that	anyone	will	respond	to	the	tweet,	hence	the	metaphor	of	

“twittering”	like	a	bird	implies	(Zappavigna,	2011).	Due	to	Twitters	noisy	level,	it	is	not	given	that	

everyone	whom	can	receive	the	Tweet	is	actively	listening	in	at	the	point	of	the	tweet.	

	

As	a	result	of	its	large	network	and	its	capability	for	fast-paced	communication,	Twitter	have	been	

used	as	a	communication	channel	for	larger	socio-political	events	(e.g.	the	Arab	Spring	and	the	Occupy	

Wall	Street	movement)	as	well	as	for	coordination	and	post-damage	reports	for	crisis	and	disaster	

related	events,	such	the	Hurricane	Sandy	(Russell,	2013).	

	

The	most	basic	atomic	building	block	of	Twitter	is	its	status	update,	more	often	referred	to	as	a	tweet	

(Twitter,	2015c),	which	is	typically	used	by	the	user	to	report	on	daily	activities,	spread	information	or	

messages	from	one	to	another,	share	links	and	online	content,	and	so	forth	(Page	2012).		A	tweet	is	

initially	limited	to	contain	a	maximum	of	140	textual	characters,	but	can	include	additional	content	

such	as	links	to	other	content,	embedded	multimedia	(photo	and	videos)	or	embedded	tweets	from	

other	users,	which	further	extends	it	communicative	capabilities	(Zappavigna,	2011).	Including	links	

means	giving	up	some	of	limited	characters	to	the	given	address,	and	for	this	reason,	shortened	aliases	

(so-called	“tiny	URLs”)	of	longer	links	are	often	utilized	(Zappavigna,	2011).	When	a	link	is	added,	

Twitter	may	automatically	embed	additional	information	regarding	the	linked	content,	such	as	a	photo	

and/or	an	abstract,	extending	the	tweets	communicative	capabilities.	Figure	4	underneath	illustrates	a	

simple	tweet	with	no	additional	content	attached.	

	
Figure	4	-	A	tweet	example	

Since	Twitter	is	compatible	with	a	range	of	different	technologies	such	as	mobile	phone,	instant	

messaging	clients	and	different	desktop	web	solutions	(Zappavigna,	2011),	Twitter’s	users	enjoy	a	
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high	accessibility	for	their	tweeting	efforts,	which	is	one	of	the	reasons	for	Twitter’s	success:	By	

November	2013,	as	many	as		500	million	tweets	were	shared	every	day	(Oreskovic,	2015).	

	

To	better	manage	its	noisy	environment,	the	Twitter-users	can	utilize	two	functionalities	that	help	the	

content	being	discovered	by	the	relevant	recipients:	(1)	the	mention-tag	(@),	and	(2)	the	hashtag	(#).	

	

After	a	tweet	is	created,	it	can	then	posted	towards	possible	groups	of	recipients,	who	can	be	users	

whom	“follow”	your	profile	and	therefore	subscribes	to	all	your	content,	and,	if	a	hashtag	has	been	

used,	users	whom	have	searched	or	are	following	the	hashtag	included	in	the	tweet	(Zappavigna,	

2011).	Alternatively,	a	message	can	be	sent	privately	as	a	direct	message	to	another	user.		

Twitter	users	can	represent	something	else	than	an	actual	person;	beside	organizations	and	

companies,	it	is	common	to	see	accounts	for	inanimate	objects,	musical	groups,	imaginary	persona,	

impressions	of	someone	(living	or	dead),	etc.	(Russell,	2013).		

	

Bruns	and	Moe	(2014)	describes	how	these	three	different	communicative	affordances	can	be	

understood	from	three	levels	of	communication,	as	illustrated	in	figure	5	underneath:		

(1)	Micro-level	of	interpersonal	communication,	(2)	Meso-level	of	follower-followee	networks	and	(3)	

Macro-level	of	hashtag-based	exchanges.		

	
Figure	5	-	Layered	model	of	communicative	spaces	on	Twitter	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014,	p.	20)	

	
1) Micro	level:	Twitter	mention	and	reply	

The	micro	level	refers	to	how	Twitter	affords	its	users	to	utilize	the	mention	and	reply	functions,	which	

allow	the	tweets	to	communicate	on	a	one-to-one,	interpersonal,	level.	The	mention-functionality	is	

activated	by	including	the	“@”	symbol	proceeded	by	the	name	of	a	profile	(i.e.	“@johndoe	What	are	you	

up	to?”)	in	the	tweet,	which	result	in	that	Twitter	notifies	the	given	profile	that	they	have	been	

mentioned	in	a	tweet	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	This	functionality	makes	it	possible	for	Twitter-users	to	
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initiate	a	conversation	with	other	users	regardless	of	whether	they	are	following	each	other.	When	a	

user	responds	to	the	initial	tweet	they	were	mentioned	in,	the	proceeding	tweets	are	understood	as	

replies.	

	

2) Meso-level:	Twitter	follower	networks	

The	meso-level	of	communicative	spaces	in	Twitter	refers	to	the	Twitter	follower-networks;	a	

personalized	timeline	of	chronologically-sorted	tweets	from	profiles	that	the	user	has	chosen	to	follow	

(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014;	Russell,	2013);	an	example	of	the	personalized	characteristic	of	social	media	

(Page,	2012).	Twitter-profiles	can	be	followed	regardless	of	whether	the	users	know	each	other	or	not,	

the	sole	criteria	being	that	the	given	profile	is	made	available	for	public	access,	which	it	is	by	default	

and	rarely	changed	by	the	users:	only	7	percent	of	Twitter	accounts	are	private	(Page,	2012).	Without	

any	restrictions	set,	the	content	from	a	profile	is	made	available	to	the	public,	and	can	be	accessed	

even	without	having	a	Twitter-profile	(Page,	2012).		

Twitter’s	level	of	openness	leads	to	a	low	degree	of	reciprocity	in	terms	of	following:	users	rarely	

reciprocate	the	act	of	following	for	the	users	that	follow	them	(Kwak,	Lee,	Park,	&	Moon,	2010;	Bruns	

&	Moe,	2014).	This	behavior	creates	a	one-way	relationship	model	where	certain	profiles	can	build	

large	networks	of	followers,	not	having	to	follow	them	back	(Russell,	2013;	Page,	2012).	The	one-to-

many	interpersonal	dynamic	is	what	fuels	Twitter’s	capacity	of	rapid	information	sharing	(Jansen,	

Zhang,	Sobel,	&	Chowdury,	2009),	making	it	an	ideal	tool	for	promoting	awareness	and	spreading	

information	around	topical	events	and	causes	(Page,	2012).	

	

3) Macro-level:	Twitter	hashtags	

Including	a	hashtag	(#)	in	the	tweet	affords	the	message	to	become	searchable,	a	hypertextual	

(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2011)	and	dialogic	(Page,	2012)	feature	of	Twitter,	bringing	the	tweet	content	up	

on	a	macro-level	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014;	Zappavigna,	2011,	2015).	Twitter	heavily	encourage	the	use	of	

hashtags	by	allowing	its	users	to	easily	search	for	tweets,	or	follow	all	future	tweets,	that	contains	a	

given	hashtag,	regardless	of	whether	or	not	they	are	following	the	hashtag	contributors	(Zappavigna,	

2015;	Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).		

	

Without	understanding	the	context	in	which	a	hashtag	was	used,	it	is	difficult	to	understand	the	

intention	of	why	the	user	chose	to	include	a	hashtag	in	the	tweet	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	However,	much	

can	be	interpreted	by	looking	at	the	hashtag	and	its	surrounding	content,	whether	it	is	a	word,	

initialism,	concatenated	phrase,	or	an	entire	clause	(Zappavigna,	2015).	Since	any	word	can	be	

hashtagged,	independent	of	where	it	is	located	in	a	sentence,	it	can	possibly	act	as	both	a	part	of	the	
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linguistic	structure	as	well	as	a	metadata,	affording	abstraction	through	assigning	a	higher,	or	more	

complex,	order	of	experience	to	the	content	of	the	post	(Zappavigna,	2015).	

	

Bruns	&	Moe	(2014)	makes	a	distinction	between	two	different	types	of	hashtags:	a)	Non-topical	

hashtags,	and	b)	Topical	hashtags:	

	

a) Non-topical	hashtags	

Non-topical	hashtags	refer	to	hashtags	that	does	not	connect	to	a	certain	topic,	but	carries	other	

functionalities	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	Examples	on	non-topical	hashtags	can	be	when	a	user	issues	a	

command	to	its	audience	(#retweet,	#follow,	etc.)	or	include	an	emotive	marker	(#fail,	#win,	#happy,	

etc.).	While	they	are	searchable,	non-topical	hashtags	are	considered	to	be	too	incongruous	and	varied	

to	establish	any	form	of	public	audience	(Zappavigna,	2015;	Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	

	

b) Topical	hashtags	

Topical	hashtags	refer	to	instances	when	a	hashtag	is	used	to	connect	the	tweet	message	against	a	

relevant	topic,	issue,	or	event	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	A	topical	hashtag	can	be	used	in	different	ways,	for	

instance	through	tagging	information	and	resources	though	to	be	relevant	for	the	given	topic	or	to	

participate	and	contribute	towards	conversation	regarding	the	given	topic,	but	share	in	common	in	

that	the	tweet’s	content	is	relevant	to	the	hashtagged	topic.	

	

When	users	follow	a	topical	hashtag,	they	often	do	so	to	receive	topic-relevant	content	from	the	many	

hashtag	contributors,	allowing	a	rapid	assembly	of	ad	hoc	issues	publics,	often	in	response	to	breaking	

news	such	as	crisis	(Bruns	&	Burgess,	2011),	through	Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	This	is	often	used	among	

Twitter-users	as	a	channel	for	receiving	information	on	topics	and	causes	as	they	unfold	in	real-time,	

acting	as	a	backchannel	of	live	events;	commenting	on	events	as	they	unfold	(Kalsnes,	Krumsvik,	&	

Storsul,	2014).		

The	ad	hoc	issues	publics,	stringed	together	by	the	topical	hashtag,	are	different	than	the	meso-level	

follower	network	in	that	they	can	be	more	dynamic	and	ephemeral	depending	on	how	the	hashtag	is	

utilized	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	The	level	of	activity	in	these	publics	can	be	unpredictable,	both	in	terms	

of	the	number	of	contributors	and	their	intensity,	as	well	as	the	contributors’	intentions	with	using	the	

hashtags	tweet,	as	labeling	a	tweet	with	a	hashtag	only	implies	some	form	of	association	between	the	

hashtag	and	the	tweet	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).		
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3.5 Crisis	
A	crisis	can	be	defined	as	“a	specific,	unexpected,	non-routine	event	or	series	of	events	that	creates	high	

levels	of	uncertainty	and	a	significant	or	perceived	threat	to	high	priority	goals”	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	

2013,	p.	7).	Carrying	a	forceful	capability	of	causing	great	harm,	a	crisis	have	the	potential	to	release	

destructive	social,	political,	and	economic	forces	that	must	be	correctly	managed	in	order	to	prevent	a	

potential	leash	of	disruption	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).		

Crises	share	traits	with	many	other	complex,	event-based	social	phenomena	through	having	a	

somewhat	clear,	easily	identifiable	and	predictable	developmental	structure	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	

What	is	less	clear	is	how,	and	when,	the	underlying	events	unfolds,	as	these	often	are	masked	by	

prominence	of	disorder,	disruption	and	harm	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	It	is	first	when	the	different	

events	are	viewed	from	afar,	across	an	extended	timeframe	and	examined	in	the	light	of	other	crises,	

that	common	structural	patterns	emerge,	allowing	knowledge	and	interpretation	to	be	drawn	in	order	

to	facilitate	better	management	and	some	form	of	prediction	for	future	crises	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	

2013).		

	

The	nature	of	crisis,	being	non-routine	with	a	high	level	of	perceived	threat	to	high	priority	goals,	often	

results	in	an	intense	media	scrutiny	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	Since	news	is	a	highly	time-sensitive	

commodity,	involved	crisis	stakeholders	have	a	shared	interest	that	the	crisis	events	is	covered	by	

media	close	to	real	time	as	possible	(Greenberg	&	Gantz,	1993),	with	an	attempt	to	acquire	and	

disseminate	any	information	regarding	the	pressing	questions	tied	up	to	the	given	crisis,	resulting	in	a	

pressure	for	immediate	explanations	that	is	further	enhanced	through	new	media	affordances,	such	as	

Twitter’s	capability	to	act	as	a	backchannel	for	live	events	(Kalsnes	et	al.,	2014).	The	pressure	for	

answer	puts	a	severe	pressure	on	the	parties	perceived	to	be	responsible	for	the	crisis,	as	involved	

crisis	stakeholders	demand	both	a	rapid	and	an	accurate	flow	of	information,	which	can	be	difficult	as	

the	two	qualities	stand	in	opposition	(ensuring	the	quality	on	information	takes	time).	Failing	to	

provide	stakeholders	with	accurate	information	risks	undermining	the	responsible	organization’s	

information	authority:	the	perception	of	being	a	credible	source	of	information	regarding	the	crisis	

(Jin,	Liu,	&	Austin,	2011),	which	underscores	the	importance	of	proper	crisis	communication	

management.	

	

Sellnow	&	Seeger	(2013,	p.	13)	describe	crisis	communication	as	“the	ongoing	process	of	creating	

shared	meaning	among	and	between	groups,	communities,	individuals	and	agencies,	within	the	

ecological	context	of	a	crisis,	for	the	purpose	of	preparing	for	and	reducing,	limiting	and	responding	to	

threats	and	harm”.	Crisis	communication	activities	need	to	take	in	consideration	possible	differences	
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among	crisis	stakeholders,	such	as	culture,	background	and	previous	experiences,	as	well	as	stay	

updated	on	technological	changes	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).		Over	the	last	ten	years,	the	use	of	social	

media	has	exploded,	and	has	as	such	gained	an	increased	importance	to	organizations’	daily	activities.	

It	is	now	evident	that	the	ecology	of	crisis	communication	has	experienced	a	digital	disruption	from	

the	introduction	of	social	media	platforms	and	their	affordances,	repositioning	those	involved	in	a	

crisis	from	being	passive	receivers	into	becoming	active	sources	and	senders	of	information,	which	

has	managerial	implications	for	crisis	communication.	

	

Another	significant	component	in	managing	a	crisis,	is	to	understand	the	different	phases	of	a	crisis,	as	

each	phase	contain	different	characteristics,	calling	for	adapted	approaches	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	

One	model	for	understanding	a	crisis	is	the	three-stages	crisis	development	model,	often	used	by	

researchers	to	identify	and	examine	specific	stage-related	aspects	of	a	crisis	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	

The	model	has	previously	been	used	as	a	mean	of	structuring	a	case	analysis	of	specific	crises,	for	

instance	as	a	framework	for	examining	airline	disasters,	demonstrating	how	they	developed	over	time	

and	identifying	common	elements	among	this	type	of	crisis	(Ray,	1999).	

	

The	three-stage	model	divides	a	crisis	into	three	different	stages:	(1)	Pre-crisis,	(2)	Crisis,	and	(3)	Post-

crisis:	

	

(1) Seelnow	&	Seeger	(2013,	p.	31)	describes	the	pre-crisis	stage	“a	process	where	an	emerging	

threat	pre-critical	uncertainty	develops	and	interacts	with	other	aspects	of	a	system.”	The	

process	can	be	understood	as	a	form	of	incubation	or	gestation	process,	where	the	magnitude	

of	the	threat	grows	and	creates	dynamic	non-linear	interactions,	a	risk	that	often	is	

underestimated	by	involved	parties.	In	some	instances,	threats	converge,	connect	or	interact	

with	other	with	other	deficiencies	or	incorrect	assumptions	on	risk.	

	

(2) The	crisis	stage	represents	the	moment	when	the	crisis	occurs,	often	triggered	through	a	

dramatic	event	and	a	realization	of	that	a	system	that	has	suffered	from	a	severe	disruption.	

This	recognition	is	often	paired	with	extreme	emotion	arousal,	stress,	anger	and	fear,	shock,	

general	disbelief	and	sometimes	denial,	among	the	crisis	stakeholders	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	

2013).	

	

(3) The	post-crisis	stage	is	thought	to	start	when	the	preceding	emotional	chaos	and	turmoil	

dissipate,	when	a	sense	of	order	is	re-established,	establishing	grounds	for	relief	and	a	

recognition	that	the	loss	has	occurred	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).		
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The	post-crisis	stage	is	the	aftermath	for	the	involved	parties	to	create	plausible	explanations	

on	what	caused	the	crisis:	why,	how,	who	is	to	blame;	and	what	should	be	done	to	prevent	the	

same	from	happening	in	the	future,	through	investigating	and	analyzing	the	different	elements	

of	the	crisis	events,	processes	of	sense-making	through	retrospectively	looking	at	what	

happened	at	happened	and	testing	possible	interpretations	(Weick,	1988).		

	

3.6 Narrative	
	

	

“A	man	is	always	a	teller	of	tales;	

He	lives	surrounded	by	his	stories	and	

The	stories	of	others;	he	sees	everything	

That	happens	to	him	through	them,	

And	he	tries	to	live	his	life	as	

If	he	were	recounting	it.”	

	

(Jean-Paul	Sartre,	in	Nausea,	1969)	

	

It	is	through	narrative	that	people	make	their	interpretation	of	their	experiences	and	actions,	

effectively	giving	a	meaning	to	their	surrounding	world,	and	can	act	as	a	window	into	the	set	of	

preferences	and	values	of	the	persons	who	construct	them,	embedding	their	underlying,	judgment	and	

evaluation	guiding	beliefs,	attitudes	and	values	(Heath,	2004).	Since	narratives	are	used	as	a	

conventional	and	convenient	tool	for	interpreting	the	theme	that	runs	through	a	series	of	event,	such	

as	a	crisis,	it	carries	a	considerable	rhetorical	potency	(Heath,	2004).		

	

As	the	terms	“story”	and	“narrative”	are	used	interchangeably	in	the	everyday	language,	it	can	be	

useful	to	make	a	distinction	between	the	terms.	

	

Eriksson	&	Kovalainen	(2008,	p.	210-227)	understands	“a	story”	as	“a	piece	of	fiction	that	narrates	a	

chain	of	related	events	or	happenings	that	involve	certain	characters”,	where	some	stories	are	more	or	

less	public	than	others,	for	instance	the	story	of	Adam	and	Eve,	which	is	highly	accessible	and	widely	

shared	in	the	Christian	culture,	while	a	person’s	life	story	can	be	seen	as	highly	private,	only	shared	

with	the	closest	circle	of	friends	and	family.	
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The	term	“narrative”	maintains	a	widespread	use	across	different	genres,	and	as	a	result	it	is	often	

debated	what	the	term	actually	means,	with	different	ways	of	understanding	the	term	(Ryan,	2004,	

2006,	through	Page,	2015).		Approaching	from	a	sociolinguistic	perspective,	Labov	(1972,	p.	359–360,	

through	Page,	2015,	p.	331)	define	narrative	as	“one	method	of	recapitulating	past	experience	by	

matching	a	verbal	sequence	of	clauses	to	the	sequence	of	events	which	(it	is	inferred)	actually	happened”.		

	

Page	(2015)	criticizes	Labov’s	definition	due	to	its	strict	focus	on	temporality,	arguing	that	stories	are	

not	always	told	in	the	past	tense	or	with	respect	to	the	actual	sequence	of	events	(Page	2015).	Page	

(2015)	sees	Labov’s	(1972)	definition	as	somewhat	outdated,	and	not	elastic	enough	in	relation	to	the	

socio-cultural	changes	over	the	last	four	decades,	hence	disqualifying	many	of	the	contemporary	acts	

of	real-time	storytelling	being	made	today,	especially	those	shared	through	social	media	in	the	shape	

of	Facebook	updates,	tweets,	blog	entries,	and	the	like	(Page	2015).		

	

A	broader	definition,	that	better	support	the	contemporary	acts	of	storytelling,	is	presented	by	

Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	who	understands	a	narrative	as	“the	textual	actualization	of	a	story	at	a	specific	

time	and	context,	and	to	a	specific	audience”	(2008,	p.	210-227).		

	

It	is	possible	to	make	a	distinction	between	two	different	forms	of	narratives:	(1)	First-order	narratives	

and	(2)	Second-order	narratives.	

	

(1) First-order	narratives	are	the	story	that	individual	tells	about	themselves	and	their	own	

experiences	(Elliott,	2005;	Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008;	Page,	2012),	for	instance	when	I	

speak	to	my	friend	Thomas	about	what	I	did	yesterday;	typical	everyday	narratives	that	family	

and	friends	share	in	mundane,	casual	conversation,	though	can	also	be	active	in	more	formal	

settings,	such	as	in	the	context	of	a	job	interview.	These	first-order	narratives	can	be	

understood	as	constitutive	for	individual	identities	(Elliott,	2005;	Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	

2008).		

A	personal	narrative	is	a	form	of	first-order	narrative,	and	can	be	understood	as	a	

representation	or	a	recollection	of	personal	events	and	emotions,	and	experiences	of	an	

individual,	ranging	from	covering	the	person’s	whole	life	(as	in	a	biography)	towards	covering	

a	specific	period,	episode	or	issue	(Elliott,	2005;	Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	

	

(2) Second-order	narratives	are	different	than	first-order	narratives	in	that	these	are	narratives	

researchers	use	to	present	their	sense-making	of	the	social	world	and	other	people’s	

experiences	(Elliott,	2005;	Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	It	refers	to	the	method	that	is	used	to	
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portray	social	and	historical	knowledge,	and	is	not	limited	to	individuals	(Elliott,	2005;	

Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	

Meta-narratives,	which	sometimes	are	referred	to	as	grand-narratives,	are	an	example	of	a	

second-order	narrative,	and	can	be	understood	as	globally	shared	cultural	beliefs,	which	

orders,	explains	and	produces	abstract	social	knowledge,	and	provides	a	thematic	framework	

upon	which	smaller,	individual	narratives	can	be	structured	into	(Elliott,	2005;	Eriksson	&	

Kovalainen,	2008).	

	

3.6.1 Personal	narratives	in	social	media	

In	her	book	“Stories	and	Social	Media”,	Page	(2012)	examines	everyday	stories	of	personal	

experiences	in	contemporary	forms	of	social	media,	studying	personal	narratives	told	by	celebrities	on	

Twitter.	Page	(2012)	observes	that	narratives	told	through	social	media	typically	are	discontinuous,	

open-ended	and	fluctuating,	sometimes	told	in	one	or	several	entries,	across	one	or	more	updates,	

sometimes	with	hyperlinks	that	connects	it	to	different	materials,	for	instance	between	a	tweet	and	an	

external	news	report.	Page	(2012)	points	out	that	it	has	been	made	little	research	on	narratives	in	

social	media	contexts,	noticing	that	it	is	an	understudied	field.		

	

In	her	approach	of	studying	the	personal	narratives	told	by	celebrities	on	Twitter,	Page	(2012)	analyze	

the	narratives	from	an	approach	originally	introduced	by	Oochs	and	Capps	(2001,	through	Page,	

2012),	where	a	text	is	considered	in	terms	of	its	narrativity.		

Narrativity	refers	to	an	approach	of	considering	a	text	based	on	to	which	degree	it	contains	the	

traditional	components	of	a	narrative,	analyzing	it	in	terms	of	its	(1)	linearity,	(2)	tellership,	(3)	

embeddedness,	and	(4)	tellability.	

	

1) Narrative	linearity	

Linearity	regards	the	structural	feature	of	a	narrative;	how	the	text	is	organized	into	a	cohesive	whole	

(Page,	2012).	Page	(2012)	points	out	that	the	episodic	quality	that	we	find	in	the	social	media	format	is	

similar	to	that	of	conversational	storytelling,	since	everyday	stories	often	are	told	as	they	occur,	

instead	of	through	a	distant,	retrospective	reflection,	as	often	found	in	the	prototypical	forms	of	

narratives	such	as	an	autobiography.		

	
The	narrative	linearity	of	tweets	can	be	understood	from	three	different	cues:	(a)	the	tweet	timestamp,	

(b)	the	tweet	stream,	and	(c)	the	content	of	the	tweet	(Page,	2012):	
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a) In	the	Twitter-stream,	the	tweet	includes	a	timestamp	relative	to	the	present	time	(i.e.	“30	

minutes	ago”).	While	it	is	possible	to	find	a	timestamp	with	date	and	hour-based	information	

(i.e.	“22nd	October	2015	10:32”),	this	is	not	presented	directly	in	the	Twitter-stream.	Since	the	

timestamp	is	relative,	it	is	thought	to	enhance	the	feeling	of	immediacy	that	is	characteristic	to	

many	social	media	sites.		

	

b) The	Twitter-stream	positions	the	tweets	in	a	chronological	order,	with	the	most	recent	posted	

tweets	presented	first:	prioritizing	recency	(Page	2012).		

	

c) The	content	of	a	tweet	are	often	characterized	by	truncated	verbal	phrases,	which	differs	from	

traditional	narratives	that	more	often	utilizes	past-tense	verbs	when	looking	backwards	(Page	

2012).	This	pull	towards	the	present	is	characteristic	to	the	Twitter	discourse,	where	users	are	

encouraged	to	report	stories	as	they	happen,	near	synchronistic	with	the	time	of	reporting:	a	

pull	towards	the	present	(2012).	For	instance	on	Twitter,	in	the	field	where	a	user	can	create	a	

tweet,	as	seen	in	figure	6	below,	Twitter	prompt	its	user	to	report	their	present	through	the	

question	“What’s	happening?”	

	

	
Figure	6		-	Twitter's	"Whats	happening?"	prompt	

	
2) Narrative	tellership	

When	it	comes	to	tellership,	narratives	in	social	media	differs	from	the	traditional	narratives	in	that	

they	can	be,	and	often	are,	constituted	by	multiple	actors,	resulting	in	a	co-constructed	narrative	(Page	

2012).	Page	(2012)	points	out	that	not	all	contributions	to	the	co-constructed	narrative	are	equally	

distributed,	pointing	to	the	dynamic	of	interactive	hierarchies.	Interactive	hierarchies	can	be	

understood	as	a	dynamic	where	certain	participants	in	the	co-construction	retains	different	amount	of	

control	over	the	level	of	contribution,	which	depends	on	the	infrastructure	of	both	the	given	social	

media	genre	and	the	participants’	relationship	to	each	other	(Page,	2012).	For	instance,	in	discussion	

forums,	forum	moderators	will	retain	control	over	other	members’	posts,	being	able	to	delete	any	

content	that	doesn’t	follow	given	guidelines,	a	form	of	“top	down”	control	(Page,	2012).	Other	social	

media	genres	maintain	a	“bottom	up”	type	of	narrative	co-tellership	practice,	such	as	Wikipedia,	

where	contributions	must	be	negotiated	forth	among	its	members,	or	Reddit,	where	a	contribution’s	

saliency	is	based	on	the	number	of	votes	it	has	received	from	other	members.	On	Twitter,	the	

tellership	is	mainly	constituted	based	on	a)	the	relationship	network	to	a	user,	where	a	user	with	a	
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large	amount	of	followers	will	have	a	higher	reach,	and	therefore	a	stronger	contribution	towards	the	

co-constructed	narrative	than	someone	with	fewer	followers,	and	b)	the	use	of	the	@	(mention)	and	#	

(hashtag)	message	markers,	which	makes	the	contribution	connected	to	other	users	and	networks.	

	

3) Narrative	embeddedness	

The	narrative	dimension	of	embeddedness	is	described	as	“the	extent	to	which	a	narrative	can	be	

detached	from	its	surrounding	rhetorical,	discourse	and	social	context”	(Ochs	&	Capps,	2001	p.	36-37,	

through	Page	2012,	p.	107).	Page	(2012)	argues	that	due	to	narratives’	linearity	and	collaborative	

tellership,	it	is	difficult	to	discuss	any	narrative	qualities	without	referring	to	the	contexts	they	are	

embedded	in.	While	some	narrative	texts	consist	a	single	tweet,	other	spread	itself	over	several	posts	

and/or	refers	to	additional	online	material,	in	which	cases	it	can	be	troublesome	to	interpret	the	

emerging	story	without	additional	interpretation	and	understanding	of	the	given	contexts	(Page,	

2012).	Page	(2012)	emphasizes	that	it	is,	in	general,	difficult	to	assert	the	contexts	that	surrounds	

computer-mediated	communication,	and	warns	about	the	complex	nature	of	social	media,	often	

colored	by	hybridity	and	intertextuality,	where	content	from	different	sites	interweaves	into	each	

other	through	a	blur	of	parody,	hyperlinks	and	citations.	

Page	(2012)	mentions	several	contextual	factors	that	a	researcher	should	take	in	consideration	when	

examining	the	narrative	potential	of	a	text,	the	most	relevant	ones	being:	(a)	Participants,	(b)	

Behavioral	context,	(c)	Textual	context	and	(d)	Intertextual	context:	

	

a) Other	participants,	and	how	they	relate	to	each	other,	can	affect	the	author’s	composition	of	a	

text	in	social	media	(Page	2012).	In	Twitter,	one	may	assume	that	an	author	will	address	his	

audience	differently	depending	on	which	communicative	spaces	that	the	tweet	is	connected	

towards,	narrating	experiences	differently	on	a	one-to-one	micro-level	than	on	a	one-to-many	

meso-	and	macro-level	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	Participants’	relationship	will	also	differ	

depending	on	the	communicative	spaces;	meso-level	follower-networks	all	have	some	

relationship	to	the	author	in	common,	while	the	macro-level	hashtag-networks	associate	with	

a	hashtagged	keyword	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	The	actual	number	of	participants	is	less	relevant	

than	the	author’s	perception	of	the	tweet’s	audience,	which	naturally	is	difficult	to	assess,	

illustrating	the	complexity	of	this	type	of	embeddedness	(Page,	2012).	

	

b) Behavioral	context	refers	to	the	physical	environment	and	situation	that	the	participant	is	

located	in	when	interacting	with	social	media	(Page,	2012).	On	Twitter,	situations	in	the	

participants’	environment	can	trigger	a	real	time	commentary	behavior	where	the	author	

shares	their	evaluative	perspective	of	events	that	the	author	assumes	is	shared	with	a	co-
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spectating,	although	remote,	audience	(Page,	2012),	allowing	Twitter	to	act	as	a	backchannel	of	

live	events	(Kalsnes	et	al.,	2014).	

	

c) On	a	general	level,	textual	context	refers	to	elements	that	surround	the	narrative	text,	for	

instance	other	comments,	discussion	posts,	other	posts	in	an	archive,	as	well	as	interface-

related	elements,	such	as	screen	layout	and	resources	(Page,	2012).	On	Twitter,	the	textual	

context	is	primarily	mediated	by	other	either	the	tweets	in	the	Twitter-stream	or	by	the	tweets	

recently	posted	to	a	hashtag,	all-in-all	unknown	factors	that	carry	the	possibility	to	affect	the	

author’s	narrative	process	(Page,	2012).	

	

d) It	is	not	rare	that	online	content	contains	embedded	material.	Page	(2012)	found	in	her	study	

that	as	many	as	thirty-three	percent	of	all	tweets	contained	an	external	URL,	revealing	that	

Twitter	are	very	much	attached	to	the	intertextual	context	of	the	World	Wide	Web.	In	order	to	

properly	assess	what	the	narrative	is	interconnected	with,	it	is	therefore	necessary	for	the	

researcher	to	examine	the	embedded	material	(Page,	2012).	Page	(2012)	found	out	that	the	

material	and	the	narrative	text	(tweet)	often	are	attached	to	a	various	degree,	where	linked	

content	often	are	accompanied	by	an	abstract,	an	orientation	or	an	evaluation.	

	

4) 	Narrative	tellability	

The	dimension	of	tellability	considers	the	quality	that	makes	the	narrative	worth	telling,	which	at	

social	media	can	quite	varied	as	it	doesn’t	take	much	effort	to	post	a	story	in	the	first	place	(Page,	

2012).	Whether	or	not	a	story	is	perceived	to	be	worth	telling	is	mainly	decided	in	the	eye	of	the	

beholder:	the	author.	Page	(2012)	argues	that	the	perceived	tellability	of	a	story	in	social	media	can	be	

mediated	from	a	desire	of	the	author	to	claim	a	group	membership	or	demonstrate	a	certain	stance	

towards	a	topic,	for	instance	in	ad	hoc	issues	publics	that	are	established	through	topical	hashtags	

(Bruns	&	Burgess,	2011).	

	

3.6.2 Crisis	narrative	

A	crisis	narrative	can	be	understood	as	an	example	of	a	second-order	narrative	/	meta-narrative.	

Theory	on	crisis	narrative	considers	how	humans	attempts	to	create	a	sense	of	order	(Heath,	2004),	

where	the	involved	crisis	stakeholders	wants	to	create	an	understanding	and	interpretation	of	what	

happened,	why	it	happened	and	what	will	be	done	(Sellnow	&	Seeger	2013).	This	is	especially	the	case	

in	the	aftermath	of	the	crisis,	when	the	involved	parties	attempt	to	create	plausible	explanations	on	
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the	cause	of	the	crisis	through	looking	retrospectively	at	what	happened,	testing	their	different	

interpretations	(Weick,	1988).		

Heath	(2004)	argues	that	all	crisis	communication	is,	in	its	essence,	narrative,	and	with	that	

assumption,	the	question	is	not	as	much	“whether”	communication	is	a	narrative	rather	than	“which”	

narratives	are	being	told,	and	whether	the	narrative	that	is	being	perceived	and	told	by	the	

responsible	party	is	coherent	with	the	one(s)	already	established	within	the	crisis	stakeholders	

(Heath,	2004).	If	a	story	lacks	narrative	probability	and	fidelity,	the	audience	might	choose	another	

story	that	is	perceived	as	more	plausible	(Heath,	2004).	

Heath	(2004,	p.	167-168)	describe	crisis	stakeholders’	search	for	an	explanation	as	“a	rhetorical	

exigency	[that]	takes	the	form	and	substance	of	a	narrative,	a	series	of	statements	that	is	expected	to	

present	a	factually	accurate,	coherent,	and	probable	account	for	the	event	and	its	proper	resolution”.	It	is	

a	co-creation	of	meaning	among	different	parties,	that	be	the	organization	itself,	different	

commentators,	or	key	publics	that	seek	an	explanation	of	the	event	(Heath,	2004).	

	

At	the	same	time,	narratives	simplify	the	line	of	events,	and	even	though	the	content	in	it	can	be	

profoundly	incorrect,	the	narrative	structure	encourages	the	telling	of	the	story	(Heath,	2004).	Motives	

are	often	a	reoccurring	component,	as	they	address	the	underlying	reason	of	the	events.	So	even	if	

there	are	no	hard	facts	present	in	the	narrative,	it	does	not	really	matter	as	long	as	there	is	a	plausible,	

commonplace	reasoning	present,	an	explanation	of	that	these	facts	could	be	present,	that	there	is	a	

likelihood	for	it	(Heath,	2004).	The	attributional	richness	of	narratives	makes	it	possible	to	reduce	a	

complex	set	of	logics	into	a	simple	sentence	of	reasoning	(Heath,	2004),	for	instance	“all	terrorists	are	

Muslims”,	and	while	technically	incorrect,	it	can	cause	problems	when	for	instance	a	crisis	draw	upon	

the	assumed	truth	among	key	publics’	thinking	(Heath,	2004).	For	instance,	the	first	interpretation	

immediately	following	the	Oslo	bombing	of	22th	of	July	2011	was	that	it	was	caused	by	some	Muslim	

organization,	while	in	fact	it	later	was	discovered	to	be	an	ethnic	Norwegian	who	was	the	cause	of	the	

crisis.	

	

Whether	or	not	a	narrative	is	perceived	to	be	credible	manifest	itself	in	the	narrative’s	rhetorical	

integrity,	which	is	a	result	of	its	probability	and	fidelity	(Heath,	2004).	Narrative	probability	can	be	

understood	as	the	degree	a	story	is	perceived	as	trustworthy,	coherent	and	free	from	internal	

contradictions	(Heath,	2004),	while	narrative	fidelity	can	be	understood	as	the	implication	of	values,	

good	reasons,	facts,	consequences	and	consistency	have	on	the	story,	where	a	narrative	should	

associate	itself	with	verifiable,	relevant	facts	that	are	consistent	with	the	existing	knowledge	to	the	

audience	(Heath,	2004).	
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Heath	(2004)	points	out	that	organizational	narratives,	and	especially	those	that	manifest	themselves	

during	a	crisis,	can	provide	the	crisis	stakeholders	with	a	chance	to	identify	which	parties	that	carry	

the	responsibilities	and	be	held	accountable	for	the	mistakes	that	lead	to	the	crisis.	One	vital	aspect	for	

a	narrative	to	be	considered	as	probable	is	that	the	reasoning	that	the	narrative	builds	on	exhibits	an	

argumentative	or	structural	coherence.	Another	aspect	that	affects	the	integrity,	Heath	(2004)	

elaborates,	is	its	material	coherence,	where	the	already-established	narratives	that	people	are	aware	

of	from	previous	experiences	affect	which	narrative	is	selected	as	the	trustworthiest.	If	an	

organization	has	a	reputation	of	being	deceptive,	narratives	that	support	established	belief	could	ring	

more	true	than	those	that	does	not.	

	

Heath	(2004,	p.	180)	argues	that	a	story	moves	“through	the	dialectic	of	what	happened	during	the	

crisis,	what	is	learned	from	what	happened,	and	what	will	be	done	in	the	future	based	on	what	has	been	

learned”.	The	crisis	narrative	will	continue	to	be	constructed	until	it	has	received	a	satisfying	

resolution,	bringing	control	to	the	circumstances	and	events	that	triggered	it	(Heath,	2004).	Hence,	the	

dialectic	aspect	of	narratives	will	bring	a	crisis	narrative	from	one	state	to	another,	transforming	or	

developing	it,	as	its	related	circumstances	and	events	continues	to	emerge,	until	it	is	resolved.	As	such,	

a	narrative	must	be	understood	as	a	sequence,	developing	over	time	through	explaining	and	

attributing	motives	(Heath,	2004).	

	

Although	people	use	narrative	to	frame	what	they	say,	think,	and	do,	not	all	people	see	the	same	

events	through	the	same	narrative.	People	use	narratives	idiosyncratically	and	often	act	as	narrative	

critics	through	defending	their	own	narratives	if	other	are	presented	in	direct	opposition	(Heath,	

2004).	For	this	reason,	companies	and	organizations	need	to	be	cautious	when	attempting	to	assign	a	

narrative	to	a	crisis	event,	as	it	might	stand	incompatible	with	the	existing	narratives	held	by	the	crisis	

stakeholders	(Heath,	2004).	

	

The	scripted	logics	that	narratives	draw	upon	allow	a	variety	of	social	realities	to	be	established,	also	

known	as	zones	of	meaning	(Heath,	2004).	Some	people	share	these	realities,	while	others	maintain	

views	that	are	in	direct	opposition	to	them,	allowing	segmentation	based	on	different	persons’	

affiliations.	One	example	on	this	is	environmentalists	versus	oil	companies.	When	a	crisis	event	such	

as	an	oil	spill	occurs,	the	different	groups	activate	different	narratives	associated	with	their	zones	of	

meaning	(Heath,	2004).	For	this	reason,	it	is	important	that	communication	managers	are	mindful	

towards	the	narrative(s)	their	public	statement	is	associated	with	(Heath,	2004).	As	many	narratives	

stands	in	direct	opposition,	the	narrative	of	one	group	can	be	perceived	as	a	counterstatement,	or	a	
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corrective,	to	another	group’s	narrative	(Heath,	2004).	If	the	affected	key	public	of	a	crisis	reject	the	

narrative	in	an	official	statement	from	the	responsible	party,	it	can	trigger	a	correction	and	a	change	of	

the	narrative	that	was	used	to	explain	the	crisis	(Heath,	2004).	Hence,	narrative	enactment	is	

dialectical,	where	behavior	and	opinions	are	continuously	tested,	and	possibly	corrected,	by	

presenting	them	towards	others	(Heath,	2004).	
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CHAPTER	4:	RESEARCH	DESIGN	
	

This	chapter	intend	to	discuss	the	rationales	behind	the	research	design	to	this	thesis	through	

elaborating	on	how	I	selected	the	given	research	question,	and	how	this	guides	the	philosophical	and	

methodological	aspects	of	this	research.		

	

4.1 Research	question	
Finding	the	research	question	has	been	an	iterative	process,	where	I	have	been	guided	by	existing	

literature	on	the	topics	of	my	study	as	well	as	my	research	process	itself.		I	have	attempted	to	be	open-

minded,	not	trying	to	think	too	much	of	where	I	would	end	up	and	what	I	would	find,	as	such	focus	can	

bias	the	very	nature	of	exploring	an	undiscovered	topic,	the	explanatory	essence	of	my	research.	The	

research	question	drives	the	whole	research	project,	both	in	terms	of	the	methods	that	are	chosen	as	

well	as	its	theoretical	frame	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	

	

After	having	selected	a	topic	and	established	a	purpose	with	the	study,	as	well	as	identifying	the	

underlying	motives	for	carrying	out	the	study,	its	purpose	and	why	it’s	worth	doing,	as	well	as	

identifying	how	the	topic	can	be	explored,	a	formulation	of	the	research	question	manifested	itself:	

	

How	does	online	communication	influence		

the	collaborative	meaning-construction	of	an	organizational	crisis?	

	

Through	proposing	an	initial	broad	research	question,	I	could	limit	the	risk	of	ignoring	data	or	

literature	that	only	support	my	initial	views	and	beliefs,	if	unconsciously	present	in	me	as	a	researcher	

(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	From	this	it	follows	that	the	presented	research	question	at	several	

occasions	has	been	molded	and	re-framed	into	something	more	precise	throughout	the	research	

process.	The	same	process	also	generated	the	following	research	sub-questions,	as	a	mean	of	limiting	

in	the	broadness	of	the	research	question:	

• What	characterize	the	personal	contributions	to	the	MH370	hashtag?	

• How	do	the	personal	contributions	to	the	MH370	hashtag	add	to	its	crisis	narrative?	

	

It	is	normal	to	differ	between	descriptive	and	explanatory	research	questions:	descriptive	being	suited	

for	descriptive	research	designs,	explanatory	exploring	causes	and/or	consequences	(Eriksson	&	

Kovalainen,	2008).	The	proposed	research	question	to	this	thesis	can	be	considered	to	be	explanatory.	
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Furthermore,	the	research	question	can	be	considered	to	be	following	a	longitudinal	design,	in	that	it	

attempts	to	explore	consequences	over	a	longer	time	period	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	

	

The	research	onion	in	figure	7	below	illustrates	how	the	different	aspects	of	a	research	design	are	tied	

together,	and	was	used	as	inspiration	to	my	own	research	approach.		

	

	
Figure	7	-	The	research	onion	(Saunders,	Lewis,	&	Thornhill,	2015,	p.	124)	

	
4.2 Research	philosophy	
A	research	philosophy	can	be	understood	as	”a	system	of	beliefs	and	assumptions	about	the	

development	of	knowledge”	(Saunders,	Lewis,	&	Thornhill,	2015,	p.	124),	which	is	the	fundamental	aim	

of	conducting	any	research	study.	

During	a	research,	several	assumptions	are	made	(Burell	&	Morgan,	1979,	through	Saunders	et	al.,	

2015)	regarding	human	knowledge	(epistemological	assumptions),	the	realities	one	come	across	

during	research	(ontological	assumptions)	and	the	different	ways	that	the	researcher’s	own	values	

mediate	a	research	(axiological	assumptions)	(Saunders	et	al.,	2015).		

	

Epistemology	defines	the	methods	and	arguments	of	knowledge	production	and	the	criteria	that	allow	

knowledge	to	exist.	In	scientific	research,	it	is	the	argument	of	to	what	degree	scientific	knowledge	can	

be	produced	and	utilized,	as	well	as	the	limit	of	the	given	scientific	knowledge.	Epistemology	also	

regards	the	practice	and	process	of	knowledge	production,	making	it	less	abstract	and	more	hands-on	

than	the	assumption	of	ontology	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008;	Saunders	et	al.,	2015).	In	general,	the	
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epistemological	approach	of	this	research	is	located	within	subjectivism,	more	specifically	it	can	be	

argued	as	interpretivism.	The	ontological	approach	can	be	characterized	as	social	constructionism.	

	

Subjectivism	considers	the	world	as	something	subjective,	constructed	through	perceptions	and	

interpretation	unique	to	each	observer,	in	the	eye	of	the	beholder,	mediated	by	the	environmental	

time	and	context	that	its	inhabitants	live	in	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008;	Saunders	et	al.,	2015).		

Subjectivism	can	be	termed	as	interpretivism	when	describing	the	social	nature	of	reality;	how	social	

actors	contributes	to	their	social	reality	through	interactions	and	how	these	interactions	can	change	

their	interpretations	and	views	of	the	reality	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	The	philosophical	

position	regards	how	people,	both	individuals	and	groups,	gain	their	understanding	of	social	events	

and	settings	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	Interpretation	will	be	an	essential	part	of	this	research	

when	analyzing	qualitative	data	that	regards	the	human	understanding	of	the	MH370	crisis	event.	

	

A	dominant	form	of	interpretive	research	is	social	constructionism,	which	“seeks	to	understand	how	the	

seemingly	‘objective’	features,	such	as	industries,	organizations	and	technologies,	are	constituted	by	

subjective	meanings	of	individuals	and	intersubjective	processes	such	as	discourses”	(Eriksson	&	

Kovalainen,	2008,	p.	11-25).	These	meanings,	created	through	social	interactions,	are	in	a	constant	

state	of	flux	and	revision,	mediated	and	constituted	by	its	historical,	geographical	and	socio-cultural	

context,	which	the	researcher	must	attempt	understand	in	order	to	interpret	the	constructed	reality	

(Saunders	et	al.,	2015).	From	this	it	follows	that	epistemologically,	the	source	of	data	for	studying	this	

world	can	be	made	available	through	studying	the	different	opinions	and	narratives	of	individuals	and	

groups	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008;	Saunders	et	al.,	2015).	It	also	follows	an	assumption	that	when	

attempting	to	interpret	these	opinions	and	narratives,	the	researchers	cannot	be	completely	detached	

from	their	own	values,	which	is	why	incorporating	a	certain	level	of	reflexivity	is	crucial	for	this	kind	

of	research’s	credibility	(Saunders	et	al.,	2015).	

	

Saunders	et	al.	(2015,	p.	128)	connects	axiology	with	“the	role	of	values	and	ethics	within	the	research	

process”,	which	also	include	the	researchers’	own	values	and	to	what	degree	these	affect	the	research,	

where	an	insightful	understanding	of	these	values	helps	improve	the	research’s	level	of	credibility.	The	

notion	of	reflexivity	compels	the	researcher	to	be	reflective	through-out	the	research	process,	

reflecting	upon	each	step	and	how	they	relate	to	the	previous	ones	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008),	as	

well	as	being	reflective	upon	how	the	fieldwork	is	being	conducted;	to	be	aware	of	one’s	own	biases,	

prejudices	and	position	towards	the	object	in	research	(ibid).	This	is	a	crucial	step	towards	securing	

validity	in	a	research	process,	especially	when	making	interpretations	regarding	a	subject.		
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4.3 Research	method	
Methodologies	differ	from	epistemologies	in	that	they	are	more	practically	concerned	with	how	we	

come	to	gain	our	knowledge	about	our	world,	and	concern	the	practical	context	through	providing	

guidelines	to	the	research	design	and	process	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).		

The	research	question	determines	which	method(s)	are	most	appropriate	for	providing	the	best	

answer,	hence	the	research	question	dictates	what	method	is	selected,	not	the	other	way	around	

(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).		A	guiding	principle	for	identifying	a	suitable	method	can	be	made	

through	reviewing	existing	theories	on	the	research	subjects	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	For	this	

reason,	a	thoroughly	made	literature	review	have	been	conducted	in	attempt	to	better	understand	

which	methodological	design	that	is	best	suited	for	answering	the	research	question.	

	

This	thesis	uses	a	narrative	research	method;	a	qualitative	type	of	methodology	with	ontological	and	

epistemological	roots	in	social	constructionism	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008,	p.	210-227).	It	is	a	form	

of	understanding	oral	and	written	texts	and	language	practices	as	a	part	of	how	individuals	construct	

their	understanding	of	reality.	Narrative	research	is	often	used	by	social	scientists’	to	analyze	

individual,	group,	organizational,	and	cultural	narratives	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008,	p.	210-227).		

An	analysis	that	focuses	on	narrative	meaning	aims	to	answer	the	question	of	“what	is	told?”	(Eriksson	

&	Kovalainen,	2008).	Usually,	answering	this	can	be	done	through	a	thematic	or	pattern	analysis	as	a	

technique	of	organizing	the	empirical	data.	

	

Narrative	research	can	be	a	well-suited	tool	for	gathering	an	understanding	of	the	broad	themes	of	

communication	that	multiple	parties	construct	during	a	crisis	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	This	

understanding	of	how	different	stories	are	told	over	time	can	be	used	by	company	and	organization	

spokespersons	to	more	properly	assert	their	communicative	efforts,	allowing	a	feedback	of	this	effort,	

through	better	understanding	how	the	listeners	act	and	thinks	in	relation	to	the	many	different	stories	

told	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	

	

Narrative	theory	implies	that	multiple	individual	messages	can	be	compiled	into	larger	set	of	themes,	

which	reflect	the	views	to	the	different	participants	of	the	story	(Sellnow	&	Seeger	2013).	To	promote	

the	credibility	of	these	themes,	narrative	research	should	be	conducted	with	a	longitude	design:	

interpreting	a	broad	set	of	messages	over	a	longer	period	of	time,	rather	than	a	single	message	at	a	

particular	moment	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).		
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Generally	speaking,	there	is	no	established	standard	method	for	narrative	research,	Elliott	(2005)	

reflects	in	his	book	“Using	Narrative	in	Social	Research”,	suggesting	that	there	is	almost	a	state	of	

anarchy	in	the	field.	Eriksson	&	Kovalainen	(2008)	share	the	view	of	Elliot,	describing	narrative	

research	as	challenging	in	terms	its	theoretical	and	methodological	diversity,	with	low	compatibility	

among	the	various	approaches,	and	large	differences	whether	one	approaches	from	a	realist,	

constructionist,	postmodern	or	poststructual	philosophical	view,	which	makes	it	important	to	be	self-

conscious	regarding	one’s	research	approach.		

	

4.4 Analysis	approach	
While	the	preliminary	analysis	was	inspired	by	the	approach	of	Page	(2012),	the	manual	content	

analysis	was	inspired	by	Hsieh	&	Shannon	(2005),	who	presents	three	different	approaches	for	

interpreting	text	data:	(1)	the	conventional,	(2)	the	directed,	and	(3)	the	summative	approach.		

		

The	conventional	approach	is	generally	used	for	a	study	that	aims	to	describe	a	phenomenon,	where	

there	is	a	limited	amount	of	existing	theory	or	research	literature	regarding	the	phenomenon	(Hsieh	&	

Shannon,	2005).	Instead	of	using	preconceived	categories	for	labeling	data,	researchers	immerse	

themselves	in	the	data,	in	order	to	allow	the	categories	to	emerge	directly	from	the	data	(Kondracki,	

Wellman,	&	Amundson,	2002).	The	analysis	of	data	begins	with	the	researcher	typically	reading	

through	all	of	the	data	repeatedly,	becoming	immersed	into	the	data	and	gaining	a	sense	of	whole,	

before	reading	the	data	word-by-word	to	establish	codes,	highlighting	keywords	in	the	text	that	

connotes	a	specific	thought	or	concept	(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).	

	

A	directed	approach	can	be	used	for	describing	a	phenomenon	that	is	only	partial,	incompletely	

understood	through	existing	theory	or	research	(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).	The	goal	in	the	directed	

approach	to	content	analysis	is	to	“validate	or	extend	conceptually	a	theoretical	framework	or	theory”	

(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005,	p.	1281).	In	this	approach,	existing	theory	or	research	are	used	to	focus	the	

research	question,	allowing	some	level	of	prediction	on	the	different	data	variables,	in	terms	of	what	

they	are	and	how	they	relate	to	each	other,	directing	the	initial	coding	scheme	and	how	the	codes	

relate	with	each	other	(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).		

	

The	summative	approach	to	qualitative	content	analysis	is	typically	used	as	a	method	for	

understanding	the	contextual	use	of	words	or	content,	usually	through	identifying	and	quantifying	

certain	words	or	content	in	the	collected	data	(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).	After	the	data	has	been	
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identified	and	quantified,	the	summative	approach	moves	over	to	an	analysis	of	discovering	

underlying	meanings	of	the	words	or	the	content	(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).	

	

While	the	three	approaches	differs	in	many	ways,	they	share	seven	steps:	

(1) Formulating	the	research	questions	to	be	answered	

(2) Selecting	the	sample	to	be	analyzed	

(3) Defining	the	categories	to	be	applied	

(4) Outlining	the	coding	process	and	the	coder	training	

(5) Implementing	the	coding	process	

(6) Determining	trustworthiness	

(7) Analyzing	the	results	of	the	coding	process	

	

Hsieh	&	Shannon	(2005)	points	out	that	the	success	of	a	content	analysis	primarily	depends	on	the	

coding	process.	At	its	most	basic,	the	coding	process	has	as	aim	to	organize	large	quantities	of	text	into	

some	few	categories	(Weber,	1990,	through	Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).	Categories	can	be	understood	as	

“patterns	or	themes	that	are	directly	expressed	in	the	text	or	are	derived	from	them	through	analysis.”	

(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005,	p.	1285).	After	having	coded	the	data,	Hsieh	&	Shannon	(2005)	then	tells	us	

to	identify	the	relationship	between	the	categories.	

	

In	this	research	approach,	a	preliminary	analysis	was	made	in	order	to	identify	personal	content,	that	

is,	content	that	reflects	personal	relevance	to	the	author,	before	conducting	a	manual	content	analysis	

where	the	content	were	interpreted	and	coded	with	nodal	representations	of	larger	themes,	which	

then	was	derived	into	larger	meta-narratives.	The	approach	towards	manual	content	analysis	in	this	

thesis	can	be	argued	to	follow	the	conventional	approach,	aiming	to	describe	a	phenomenon	where	

there	is	a	limited	amount	of	existing	theory	or	research	(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).		The	tweets	in	the	

collected	corpus	were	assigned	codes	based	on	a)	topic-based	categories	and	b)	qualifier-based	

categories.		

The	rationale	of	include	sentiment-based	categories	is	that	sentiments	can	act	as	a	powerful	filter	and	

organizer	that	can	highlight	hidden	information	(Hill,	Craig	A.,	Dean,	Elizabeth,	and	Murphy,	2015),	

giving	the	researcher	a	deeper	insight	of	the	analyzed	content.		

	

The	research	paper	Pandemics	in	the	Age	of	Twitter	made	by	C.	Chew	and	G.	Eysenbach	(2010)	

provided	an	example	on	how	to	conduct	a	content	analysis	on	Twitter	content.	Some	of	the	topic-

based	categories	from	Chew’s	and	Eysenbach’s	(2010)	research	paper	were	used	as	inspiration	of	

structuring	the	codes	that	revealed	itself	from	the	collected	corpus	to	this	research,	hence,	this	content	
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analysis	approach	was	somewhat	directed	at	a	later	stage	of	the	analysis.	In	addition,	Chew	and	

Eysenbach	(2010)	provided	inspiration	on	how	to	conduct	a	certain	type	of	sentiment-based	analysis	

where	qualifiers	are	assigned	to	the	tweets.	While	the	topic-based	code	is	meant	to	represent	what	is	

expressed,	the	qualifier-based	code(s)	are	meant	to	reflect	how	the	content	is	expressed.	And	while	a	

tweet	always	received	one	(and	only	one)	topic-based	code,	multiple	qualifiers	could	be	assigned	to	a	

tweet	if	applicable,	while	not	assigning	any	multipliers	to	neutral	or	ambiguous	statements	(Chew	&	

Eysenbach	2010).	 	
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CHAPTER	5:	DATA	COLLECTION	
	
This	chapter	intend	to	elaborate	how	the	data	collection	from	Twitter	was	conducted,	first	through	

drawing	inspiration	from	related	studies	and	theoretical	approaches,	then	through	identifying	the	

correct	tools	that	would	secure	data	with	a	satisfactory	quality	for	the	research	purpose.	

	

“If	the	ax	is	dull	and	its	edge	unsharpened,	more	strength	is	needed,	

but	skill	will	bring	success.”	

	

					-	Ecclesiastes	10:10	

	

In	an	attempt	to	identify	some	guidelines	on	how	to	conduct	data	collection	from	online	

communication,	this	research	has	drawn	inspiration	from	the	research	of	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2013)	

on	online	organizational	narratives.	In	addition,	the	research	of	Page	(2012)	on	personal	narratives	in	

social	media,	as	well	as	the	study	of	C.	Chew	and	G.	Eysenbach	(2010),	have	been	used	to	better	

understand	how	narratives	can	be	identified	in	Twitter	content.	

	

Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2013,	p.	568)	states	that	“it	is	widely	recognized	that	studying	process	as	process	is	

not	an	easy	task”,	and	presents	alongside	their	premises	on	collaborative	communication,	some	

methodological	guidelines	for	researchers	willing	to	study	this	type	of	phenomenon,	recommending	

researchers:	

	

a) To	not	simplify	the	data	collection	process	by	focusing	on	single	contributors,	but	rather	

attempt	to	secure	data	from	multiple	actors	and	multiple	online	platforms	

b) To	not	limit	the	data	collection	to	a	small	set	of	contributions,	but	rather	collect	a	wide	set	of	

contributions	from	the	chosen	actors,	ideally	over	a	longer	period	of	time	

	

Gulbrandsen	and	Just	(2013,	p.	568)	uses	a	photographic	metaphor	to	explain	how	to	study	online	

communication/narration,	where	the	object	of	study	is	considered	as	“an	assemblage	or	interpretation	

of	the	process	(…)	a	construct,	a	snapshot	of	a	collaborative	process’”,	where	the	quality	of	the	photo	is	

constituted	by	the	researcher’s	ability	to	fixate	without	distorting,	which	may	be	achieved	through	

using	both	qualitative	and	quantitative	data.	Continuing	to	explain	how	to	approach	this	type	of	

research,	Gulbrandsen	&	Just	(2013)	recommends	the	researcher	to	use	a	wide	angle	and	long	

exposure	time	while	still	remembering	to	focus	on	what	the	collaboration	is	about.		
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This	research	attempts	to	fulfill	these	recommendations	through	gathering	a	broad	set	of	textual	data	

(wide	angle)	over	a	long	period	of	time	(long	exposure),	which	then	is	preprocessed	(focusing)	in	

order	to	ensure	that	the	data	maintains	a	satisfactory	level	of	quality	towards	the	purpose	of	

identifying	online	narratives,	and	in	the	end,	enlightening	the	research	question.	

	

5.1 Twitter	data	collection	
Twitter	was	selected	as	the	most	suitable	social	media	platform	for	the	online	data	collection.	Not	only	

is	Twitter	a	versatile	communication	platform	for	its	users,	it	is	also	an	excellent	source	of	data	for	

researchers	within	different	disciplines	(Gaffney	&	Puschmann,	2013).	Twitter	data	is	made	available	

at	the	“speed	of	thought”;	near	real	time,	giving	direct	access	to	a	wide	selection	of	society	at	an	

international	level,	hence	acting	as	multifaceted	research	environment	(Russell,	2013).		

Since	Twitter	is	a	social	platform	that	provides	public	opportunity	for	participation	through	low-

involvement:	only	requiring	the	user	to	create	a	user	account,	it	carries	the	potential	of	representing	a	

large	segment	of	society	(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2013).	It	is	assumed	that	the	data	collected	from	Twitter	

will	be	represented	by	a	high	amount	of	diverse	contributors	(Russell,	2013).	

The	data	collected	from	Twitter	consists	of	textual	data	(tweets)	with	additional	corresponding	

metadata.	Textual	data	is	traditionally	considered	to	be	both	valid	for	qualitative	business	research	

due	to	its	high	level	of	transparency,	in	which	text	data	is	considered	to	directly	represent	the	object	of	

study,	hence	carrying	an	ability	to	tell	about	the	people	and	issues	that	they	represent	(Eriksson	&	

Kovalainen,	2008,	p.	78-97).	The	collected	tweets	are,	due	to	their	140-character	limit,	assumed	to	be	

focused	and	on-point,	which	is	thought	to	promote	a	level	consistency	among	each	contribution,	while	

the	tweet	meta-data	is	assumed	to	provide	the	researcher	with	a	rich	set	of	information	on	both	the	

tweet	message	and	the	author	(Russell,	2013).	The	meta-data	can	also	be	used	as	a	preventive	

measure	towards	a	large	challenge	with	carrying	out	online	research;	where	the	vast	abundance	of	

data	makes	it	difficult	to	assess	the	most	relevant	data	for	the	topic	of	research	(Eriksson	&	

Kovalainen,	2008),	through	preprocessing	the	collected	data	as	a	mean	of	filtering	out	irrelevant	

content.		

	

A	common	phenomenon	in	the	events	of	a	crisis	is	that	the	crisis	stakeholders	collaborate	towards	the	

establishment	of	a	topical	hashtag	that	act	as	a	social	media	backchannel	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014).	The	

name	of	the	hashtag	often	reflects	a	keyword	that	has	a	strong	association	to	the	crisis	event,	which	in	

flight-related	crises	is	natural	to	be	the	flight	number,	as	this	number	is	idiosyncratic	to	the	event	

(rarely	will	two	flights	have	the	shared	flight	number)	and	widely	recognized	among	the	crisis	
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stakeholders.	The	MH370	hashtag	represents	the	flight	number	to	the	airline	that	the	crisis	event	

builds	on,	and	is	as	such	assumed	to	be	an	ideal	topical	hashtag	to	collect	data	from	to	this	research.		

	

In	order	to	ensure	representativeness	to	the	collected	data,	Gaffney	&	Puschmann	(2013)	recommend	

that	researchers	collects	data	from	prolonged	periods	of	time,	as	many	Twitter-users	do	not	post	on	a	

daily,	and	in	some	instances	weekly,	basis.	This	can	be	challenging,	as	Twitter	has	a	historical	data	

limit	that	prevent	access	to	Twitter-data	older	than	a	few	days	back	in	time,	by	which	the	data	gets	

deleted	from	their	public	accessible	databases	(Gaffney	&	Puschmann,	2013).	Accessing	older	Twitter	

data	can	only	be	achieved	through	third-part	data	providers	who	already	have	collected	and	stored	

huge	amount	of	Twitter	data	it	in	their	own	databases.	It	is	not	given	that	the	data	from	these	

providers	hold	quality	that	is	required	for	achieving	the	desired	aim	of	the	research,	for	instance	it	

might	not	secure	the	correct	amount	needed	to	highlight	the	phenomenon	under	question	or	contain	

the	necessary	metadata	for	the	desired	method	of	analysis.	For	these	reasons,	this	thesis	utilized	a	

manual	data	collection	from	Twitter,	where	data	collected	over	time	were	stored	in	a	private	database	

for	future	analysis.		

	

5.1.1 Conducting	a	Twitter	data	collection	

After	the	computer	had	been	prepared	with	the	prerequisites	for	data	collection,	which	can	be	read	in	

more	detail	underneath,	the	data	collection	process	was	conducted.			

	

Tweets	were	collected	from	the	MH370	hashtag	from	June	24th	2015	(14:48	GMT+1)	until	July	22nd	

2015	(08:11	GMT+1).	During	this	period	a	total	of	5.263	tweets	was	collected.	

Due	to	the	historical	data	limits	of	Twitter,	the	Twitter	API	was	accessed	and	mined	in	several	batches	

on	a	two-day	interval,	as	a	mean	of	securing	a	complete	collection	during	the	period.		

In	order	to	reduce	the	possibility	of	complications	of	collecting	multilingual	tweets	(Mostafa,	2013),	

only	tweets	from	profile	with	an	English	language	setting	were	collected.	

Dr.	Gregory	D.	Saxton’s	(2014)	approach	on	Twitter	data	mining	was	used	to	conduct	a	data	collection,	

which	allowed	me	to	connect	towards	Twitter’s	REST	API	(Representational	State	Transfer	

Application	Programming	Interface)	(Twitter,	2015b).		

Saxton’s	(2014)	approach	explains	how	to	set	up,	modify	and	use	computational	scripts	coded	in	the	

programming	language	Python,	which	is	a	programming	language	considered	to	approachable	for	

first-time	programmers)	(“About	Python,”	2016).	
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The	Python	script	used	for	collecting	data	was	written	and	provided	by	the	computational	social	

scientist	Weiai	Wayne	with	the	support	from	Saxton	(Wayne	&	Saxton,	2014),	which	can	be	seen	in	

appendix	1.		

To	help	novice	researchers	collect	data	from	the	Twitter	API,	different	tutorials	and	guidelines	have	

been	made	available	(Saxton,	2014a,	2014b;	Wayne	&	Saxton,	2014).	These	guidelines	show	how	the	

research	can	prepare	a	computer	for	data	collection	through	installing	necessary	programs	(Saxton,	

2014b).		

	
Figure	8	-	The	Sqlitebrowser	program	

In	order	to	successfully	conduct	the	tweet	data	collection,	the	programs	Anaconda	Python	2.7	(link),	

aNumpy,	Pandas,	iPython,	Statmodels,	Sqlalchemy,	and	Matplotlilb,	as	well	as	the	modules	Twython	

and	simplejson	was	installed	to	the	computer	(a	MacBook	Air).	Afterward,	a	Twitter	OAuth	

authentication	was	set-up	for	accessing	and	collecting	data	from	the	Twitter	API	(Saxton,	2014b).	The	

collected	Twitter	data	were	stored	in	a	JSON-format,	which	can	be	understood	as	“a	data	exchange	

format	that	provides	a	way	to	store	maps,	lists,	primitives	such	as	numbers	and	strings,	and	combinations	

thereof”	(Russell	2013,	p.	18).	A	.sqlite-database	was	setup	in	order	to	store	and	access	the	

downloaded	Twitter	data,	and	at	the	same	time	performing	a	check	on	whether	or	not	the	data	had	

been	previously	downloaded,	eliminating	any	chance	for	duplicate	data	(Saxton,	2014b).	The	program	

Sqlitebrowser	was	used	to	access	and	read	the	collected	JSON-files,	while	the	program	RazorSQL	was	

installed	and	used	to	export	the	data	in	an	Excel-compatible.	xls-format	for	further	preprocessing	and	

analysis.	 	
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CHAPTER	6:	ANALYSIS	
	
This	chapter	aims	to	elaborate	on	how	the	collected	tweets	were	analyzed	through	first	a	

preprocessing	method	as	a	mean	of	filtering	non-relevant	content	out	at	an	early	phase,	then	through	a	

manual	content	analysis	that	sought	out	to	identify	the	personal	contributions	being	made	towards	the	

MH370	hashtag.	

	

The	5.263	tweets	collected	represents	all	the	tweets	being	posted	with	the	MH370	hashtag	between	

June	24th	2015,	14:48	GMT+1,	and	July	22nd	2015,	08:11	GMT+1.	The	collected	data	has	been	gathered	

in	an	Excel-compatible.	xml-file	that	can	be	found	on	the	attached	USB	memory-stick	to	this	thesis.	An	

example	of	the	data	can	be	viewed	in	appendix	2,	table	3-5.	

	

6.1 Preliminary	analysis	
Due	to	the	ephemeral,	unpredictable	nature	of	hashtag	contributions,	where	the	user’s	association	

between	the	hashtag	and	the	content	can	be	quite	varied,	it	is	important	for	a	researcher	to	critically	

consider	whether	or	not	the	tweets	that	are	collected	from	a	hashtag	are	relevant	to	the	research	

purpose.	While	this	can	be	assessed	manually	during	a	content	analysis,	it	is	a	tedious	and	time	

consuming	process	(Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008),	which	is	the	reason	that	a	preliminary	data	

analysis	was	conducted,	using	tweet	meta-data	as	a	mean	of	providing	a	more	focused	tweet	corpus.		

Since	Twitter	(2015c)	provides	a	detailed	description	of	each	metadata	on	their	website,	it	was	easy	to	

gain	an	understanding	of	the	different	type	of	metadata.	In	addition,	Bruns	&	Stieglitz	(2012)	presents	

an	approach	on	how	to	use	tweet	metadata	to	distinguish	between	different	communicative	patterns,	

which	this	research	drew	inspiration	from.	An	overview	with	description	of	the	different	metadata-

labels	can	be	seen	in	appendix	3,	table	6.	

	

The	aim	of	the	preliminary	data	analysis	was	to	identify	tweets	with	content	that	only	communicated	

on	the	meso-	and	macro-level	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014),	and	that	contain	a	low	degree	of	contextual	

embeddedness	(Page,	2012).		

The	analysis	was	conducted	in	Microsoft	Excel,	where	metadata	was	used	to	sort	tweets	into	five	

categories:	(1)	Retweet,	(2)	Mention,	(3)	Reply	to	others,	(4)	Reply	to	self,	or	(5)	Update:	

	

(1) Tweets	with	a	positive	retweet-value	(where	metadata	retweet_status	contained	a	value)	were	

categorized	as	Retweet.		

Retweet	refers	to	tweets	that	that	one	author	has	forwarded	from	another,	without	altering	it	
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in	any	way.	As	such,	these	tweet	do	not	represent	unique	content,	rather	content	that	given	

authors	wish	to	highlight	in	some	way.	Examining	this	kind	of	content	lies	outside	the	scope	of	

this	research	and	was	for	that	reason	discarded	from	further	analysis.		

	

(2) Tweets	with	a	positive	mention-value	(where	metadata	entities_mention	contained	a	value)	

were	categorized	as	Mention.		

Mention	represents	tweets	that	contain	a	possible	intention	of	starting	a	conversation.	While	

these	types	of	tweets	could	be	relevant	to	this	research,	the	use	of	mention	makes	these	types	

of	tweets	highly	contextually	embedded.	Properly	analyzing	tweets	on	the	one-to-one	level	of	

communication	would	require	that	all	participants	in	the	conversation	maintain	a	consistent	

use	of	the	hashtag,	as	well	as	that	all	communication	in	the	conversation	has	begun	and	ended	

within	the	timeframe	of	the	data	collection.	Since	is	not	assumed	to	be	the	case,	these	tweets	

were	discarded	for	further	analysis.		

	

(3) Tweets	with	positive	mention-	and	reply-values	(where	metadata	entities_mention	and	

in_reply_to_screen_name	contained	a	value)	were	categorized	as	Reply	to	others.		

Reply	to	others	represents	tweets	where	the	author	has	replied	to	a	previous	mention.	As	with	

the	aforementioned	category	Mention,	tweets	with	communication	on	the	one-to-one	micro-

level	are	highly	embedded	in	communicative	context	and	difficult	for	to	interpret,	and	was	

therefore	excluded	for	further	analysis.	

	

(4) Tweets	with	no	mention,	but	with	reply	(where	metadata	entities_mention	did	not	contain	a	

value,	but	were	metadata	in_reply_to_screen_name	did)	were	categorized	as	Reply	to	self.		

Reply	to	self	represents	tweets	where	the	author	has	replied	to	one	of	their	own	tweets,	which	

is	a	technique	that	is	used	for	posting	a	longer	thread	of	tweets.	These	types	of	tweets	suffer	

from	the	same	challenge	as	Reply	to	others	type	of	tweets,	in	that	the	hashtag	collection	method	

could	not	reliably	secure	the	complete	series	of	these	tweets,	as	it	would	require	all	tweets	in	

the	given	series	to	include	the	hashtag.	Due	to	this,	these	tweets	were	discarded	from	further	

analysis.		

	

(5) The	remaining	Tweets	were	categorized	as	Update.	These	tweets	are	thought	to	represent	

original	tweets	with	a	low	level	of	contextual	embeddedness,	and	were	qualified	for	the	next	

round	of	preprocessing.	
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The	Update-tweets	were	analyzed	based	on	their	intertextual	embeddedness	(Page,	2012),	sorting	the	

tweets	based	on	whether	they	contained	(1)	URL(s),	(2)	Media-content,	(3)	Both,	(4)	No	intertextual	

content:	

	

(1) Tweet	updates	with	a	URL	address	(where	metadata	entitites_url_count	was	positive)	included	

a	link	to	a	website,	or	in	some	rare	cases	an	embedded	version	of	another	author’s	tweet	

(when	entities_expanded_urls	=	https://	twitter.com/	username	/	status	/	TweetIDNumber	

(username	and	TweetIDNumber	being	author-unique	values)).	These	tweet	updates	were	

labeled	with	Contains	URLs.	

	

(2) Tweet	updates	containing	media	content	(where	metadata	entities_media_count	was	positive)	

were	labeled	with	Contains	media.	

	

(3) Tweet	updates	with	both	media	and	URL	content	were	labeled	with	Contains	URLs	and	media.	

	

(4) The	remaining	tweet	updates	were	labeled	with	No	intertextual	content,	and	represented	the	

tweets	eligible	for	a	manual	content	analysis.	

	

The	preliminary	analysis	resulted	in	more	focused	corpus,	containing	original	tweets	with	a	low	

degree	of	embeddedness.	

	

6.2 Manual	content	analysis	
The	manual	content	analysis	were	conducted	by	immersing	myself	in	the	data	with	the	aim	of	allowing	

the	codes	to	emerge	from	it	(Kondracki	et	al.,	2002)(Kondracki	et	al.,	2002)(Kondracki	et	al.,	

2002)(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005).	The	immersion	was	achieved	from	reading	through	the	tweet	corpus	

repeatedly,	allowing	myself	to	have	an	overview	on,	and	feeling	of,	the	tweet	corpus’	content.	After	

gaining	a	sense	of	whole,	an	initial	coding	exercise	on	a	limited-sized	corpus	(50	tweets)	was	started	in	

order	to	allow	myself	to	become	familiar	with	the	act	of	coding,	limiting	the	chance	of	early-mistakes	

to	have	consequences	on	the	analysis.	After	this	process,	the	actual	tweet	corpus	were	coded,	while	

continiously	reviewing	and	refreshing	previous	codes	as	I	worked	my	way	though	the	corpus.	The	

coding	process	was	as	such	an	iterative	process;	new	content	categories	that	emerged	through-out	the	

process	would	be	reapplied	to	older	ones,	allowing	the	set	of	codes	to	become	more	focused	and	

consistent	as	the	manual	content	analysis	continued.	
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The	coding	exercise	was	initially	conducted	through	the	program	NVivo	11,	but	after	several	

unsuccessful	attempts,	the	program	was	regarded	as	too	complex	and	counter-intuitive	for	a	

researcher	without	proper	training,	and	was	discarded.	Instead,	Microsoft	Excel	was	used	for	reading	

and	labeling	the	tweet	content,	and	the	mind	mapping	program	XMind	was	used	to	maintain	an	

overview	of	the	emerging	codes	throughout	the	process,	before	collapsing	them	into	larger	categories	

and	to	create	connections	between	the	different	category	levels,	promoting	a	higher	level	consistency	

throughout	the	coding	process.	An	example	of	an	early	mind	map	can	be	illustrated	in	figure	9	

underneath.	

	
Figure	9	–	A	section	of	an	early	content	category	mind	map	in	Xmind	

Inspired	by	the	approach	of	Chew	&	Eysenbach	(2012),	tweets	were	assigned	codes	based	on	their	

topic	and	qualifiers.	All	tweets	received	one,	and	only	one,	topic	label,	and	zero	to	three	qualifier	

labels.		

Tweets	were	assigned	topical	labels	based	on	the	crisis	aspect	that	I	believed	it	best	connoted	towards.	

In	some	cases	this	was	a	straight-forward	process,	in	other	cases,	it	required	me	to	do	additional	

research	on	the	content	that	was	mentioned	in	the	tweet,	for	instance	when	different	persons	related	

to	the	crisis	were	mentioned,	or	when	discussion	different	background	information	and	theories	as	an	

effort	to	explain	the	cause	of	the	crisis.	In	some	instances	a	tweet	could	be	associated	with	several	

topics,	i.e.	it	could	represent	both	an	author’s	personal	experiences	as	well	as	a	resource.	Again	

inspired	by	the	approach	of	Chew	&	Eysenbach	(2012),	a	hierarchy	was	created	and	utilized,	as	a	mean	

of	deciding	which	topic	the	tweets	should	be	assigned.	At	the	same	time,	qualifier	labels	that	emerged	

were	assigned	to	the	content	as	a	mean	to	distinguish	the	multiple	ways	that	the	identified	content	

could	be	communicated	in,	for	instance	whether	it	was	communicated	in	an	emotionally	or	distrustful	

way.	 	
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CHAPTER	7:	FINDINGS	
	

This	chapter	intends	to	give	an	overview	on	the	findings	that	emerged	from	the	preprocessing	and	the	

manual	content	analysis,	showing	how	the	collected	tweets	are	derived	sub-categories,	which	then	are	

used	to	build	up	larger,	categories.	

	
	
The	preliminary	analysis	revealed	that	a	small	amount	(1425	tweets,	27,27%)	of	the	5263	tweets	that	

were	collected	were	eligible	for	further	analysis,	as	illustrated	in	table	1	below.			

	
Table	1	-	Amount	of	tweets	in	each	category	

Categories	 #	Of	Tweets	 %	Of	Total	
Mention	 346	 6,57	%	
Reply	 925	 17,58	%	

Reply	to	self	 29	 0,55	%	
Retweet	 2528	 48,03	%	
Update	 1435	 27,27	%	

Grand	Total	 5263	 100,00	%	
	

In	this	category	names	”Update”	406	tweets	were	considered	to	be	free	of	intertextual	content,	as	

illustrated	in	table	2	below.	

	
Table	2	-	Intertextuality	of	“Update”	tweets	

Categories	 #	Of	Tweets	 %	Of	Total	
Contains	media	 141	 9,83	%	
Contains	URL	 777	 54,15	%	

Contains	URL	and	media	 111	 7,74	%	
No	intertextual	content	 406	 28,29	%	

Grand	Total	 1435	 100,00	%	
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7.1 Content	categories	
	

	
Figure	10	Content	categories,	overview	

The	mind	map	in	figure	10	above	shows	the	different	types	of	contributions	that	included	the	MH370	

hashtag.	A	more	detailed	description	with	examples	can	be	seen	in	appendix	4,	table	7,	while	a	more	

detailed	presentation	of	each	category’s	frequency	can	be	seen	in	appendix	4,	table	8-9.		

	

The	contributions	have	been	sorted	into	five	broad	categories:	1)	Personal	content,	2)	Resource,	3)	

Jokes,	4)	Off-topic,	and	5)	Other.	

	

(1) The	Personal	content	category	consists	of	tweets	that	was	considered	to	be	of	personal	

relevance	to	the	author,	for	instance	where	the	author	makes	personal	opinions,	experiences	

or	reflections	regarding	the	MH370	crisis	(248	tweets,	61,08%	of	Updates	total).		

	

(2) The	Resource	category	consists	of	tweets	that	share	resources	or	information	regarding	the	

MH370	crisis,	for	instance	official/unofficial	announcements,	status	updates	on	search	

conditions	such	as	weather	and	ships	attending,	business	aspects	of	Malaysia	Airlines,	or	

merely	someone	informing	about	a	MH370	TV-documentary	(44	tweets,	10,84%	of	Updates	

total).	

	

(3) The	Jokes	category	consists	of	tweets	that	use	MH370	in	a	humorous	way,	where	the	author	

often	uses	wits,	parodies,	or	humorous	remarks	regarding	the	MH370	situation	(28	tweets,	

6,90%	of	Updates	total).	
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(4) The	Off-topic	category	contains	content	where	the	author	refers	to	MH370	indirectly,	for	

instance	using	MH370	to	emphasize	a	point	to	another,	unrelated	topic	(23	tweets,	5,67%	of	

Updates	total).	

	

(5) The	Other	category	are	tweets	that	for	different	reasons	are	irrelevant	for	further	analysis,	for	

instance	spam,	where	the	same	content	is	posted	several	times	in	a	row,	in	which	the	duplicate	

tweets	were	labeled	as	spam,	or	content	that	could	not	be	interpreted	(e.g.	foreign	language	

tweets,	or	tweets	where	the	content	made	no	sense)	(63	tweets,	15,52%	of	Updates	total).	

	

7.2 Personal	content,	topic	categories	
	

	
Figure	11	-	Personal	content	categories,	mind	map	

Out	of	the	five	aforementioned	content	categories,	the	Personal	content	category	was	identified	to	be	

the	most	eligible	for	this	research	purpose,	due	to	its	narrative	potential	(Page	2012).	As	such,	this	

category	will	be	presented	in	more	detail	than	the	aforementioned	content	categories.		

The	mind	map	in	figure	11	above	shows	the	different	types	of	personal	content	that	included	the	

MH370	hashtag.	A	detailed	description	with	examples	can	be	seen	in	appendix	5,	table	10,	while	a	

more	detailed	presentation	of	each	category’s	occurrence	frequency	can	be	seen	in	appendix	5,	table	

11-16.	

	

Personal	content	consists	of	the	following	sub-categories:	(1)	Considerations,	(2)	Explaining	the	

disappearance,	(3)	Finding	the	plane,	(4)	General	comments,	(5)	Lack	of	attention	and	(6)	Lack	of	

development.		
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(1) The	Considerations	category	consists	of	considerate	comments	from	the	author	to	those	

directly	affected	by	the	crisis,	usually	the	passengers	and	crew,	and	their	next	of	kin	(23	

tweets,	9,27%	of	personal	content).		

	

(2) The	Explaining	the	disappearance	category	consists	of	contributions	in	the	form	of	discussions,	

reflections	and	interpretations	on	the	underlying	reason(s)	to	the	disappearance	of	MH370	(52	

tweets,	20,97%	of	personal	content).		

	

(3) The	Finding	the	plane	category	consists	of	tweets	where	the	author	discuss	and	reflects	upon	

what	is	being	done	in	order	to	locate	MH370,	such	as	the	location	of	the	plane,	the	satellite	data	

evidence	that	justifies	the	search	on	this	location,	and	the	current	search	efforts	that	are	being	

made	to	finding	MH370	(37	tweets,	14,92%	of	personal	content).		

	

(4) The	General	comments	category	consists	of	tweets	that	address	a	mixed	set	of	topics	regarding	

the	MH370	crisis,	but	without	a	high	enough	frequency	for	an	idiosyncratic	category	to	be	

established	(18	tweets,	7,26%	of	personal	content).	

		

(5) The	Lack	of	attention	category	consists	of	tweets	where	the	author	shares	a	concern	for	that	

media	and	the	general	population	are,	or	will	be,	forgetting	about	MH370,	often	relating	this	

concern	to	other	events	that	gain	more	attention	than	what	MH370	currently	is	(22	tweets,	

8,87%	of	personal	content).		

	

(6) The	Lack	of	development	category	represent	personal	narratives	where	author	comment	on	the	

status	of	the	crisis,	that	it	has	not	been	resolved	yet,	often	through	questioning,	commenting	or	

reflecting	on	that	the	crisis	has	not	been	resolved	yet	through	finding	the	plane	(96	tweets,	

38,71%	of	personal	content).	
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7.3 Personal	content,	qualifier	categories	
	

	
Figure	12	–	Qualifier	categories,	mind	map	

The	narrative	qualifiers	that	emerged	from	the	content	analysis	give	insight	on	how	the	contributions	

are	being	made	to	the	narrative.	The	mind	map	in	figure	12	above	illustrates	the	different	types	of	

qualifiers	that	included	the	MH370	hashtag.	A	detailed	description	with	examples	can	be	seen	in	

appendix	6,	table	17,	while	a	more	detailed	presentation	of	each	category’s	occurrence	frequency	can	

be	seen	in	appendix	x,	table	18.	

	

The	analysis	revealed	the	qualifiers	that	were	sorted	into	the	following	sub-categories:	(1)	Addressing	

the	hashtag,	(2)	Anger,	(3)	Confusion,	(4)	Distrust,	(5)	Empathy,	(6)	Hope,	(7)	Multiple	tweets,	(8)	News	

event	trigger,	(9)	Question,	(10)	Sorrow.		

	

(1) Addressing	the	hashtag	refers	to	occurrences	where	the	author	explicitly	addresses	the	hashtag	

audience	(6	occurrences,	2,42%	of	personal	content).	

	

(2) 	Anger	refers	to	tweet	that	express	profanity,	frustration	or	milder	forms	for	hostility	(12	

occurrences,	4,84%	of	personal	content).	
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(3) Confusion	represents	occurrences	where	the	author	seems	confused	(1	occurrence,	0,40%	of	

personal	content).	

	

(4) Distrust	refers	to	instances	where	the	author	expresses	a	level	of	distrust	to	another	party,	

usually	the	authority,	the	Inmarsat	satellite	data	source,	the	search	location	or	Malaysia	Airlines	

(35	occurrences,	14,11%	of	personal	content).	

	

(5) Empathy	are	tweets	where	the	author	express	empathy	towards	someone	(28	occurrences,	

11,29%	of	personal	content).	

	

(6) Hope	are	tweets	that	are	expressed	in	a	hopeful	way	(1	occurrence,	0,40%	of	personal	content).	

	

(7) Multiple	tweets	refer	to	instances	where	the	author	uses	multiple	tweets.	It	is	similar	to	the	

content	category	Replies	to	self,	but	differs	in	that	the	author	does	not	use	the	reply-function,	

but	rather	indicate	the	longer	series	of	tweets	by	exclaiming	it	in	the	end	of	the	tweet	or	

through	numbering	them	(“1,	2,	3”,	etc.)	(28	occurrences,	11,29%	of	personal	content).	

	

(8) News	event	trigger	are	tweets	that	are	clearly	triggered	by	a	news	event	that	is	not	related	to	

the	MH370	crisis	(27	occurrences,	10,89%	of	personal	content).	

	

(9) Questions	are	tweets	where	the	author	asks	a	question	(56	occurrences,	22,58%	of	personal	

content).		

	

(10) Sorrow	are	tweets	where	the	author	express	sorrow,	sadness,	worry	or	a	longing,	usually	in	

relation	to	those	directly	or	indirectly	affected	by	the	crisis	(10	occurrences,	4,03%	of	personal	

content).	
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CHAPTER	8:	DISCUSSION,	IMPLICATIONS	&	CONCLUSION	
	

This	part	of	the	thesis	aims	to	discuss	and	reflect	upon	how	the	research	findings	relate	to	the	problem	

statement	and	its	research	question,	as	well	as	map	managerial	implications,	limits	and	advantages	to	

the	methodological	approach	of	this	thesis,	and	in	the	end,	draw	a	conclusion.		

	

8.1 Discussion	
This	research	builds	it’s	understanding	on	narrative	from	mainly	Page’s	(2012)	theoretical	foundation	

on	personal	narrative,	in	that	narratives	can	be	told	and	shared	across	social	media.	This	form	of	

narrative	is	argued	to	be	a	first-order	form	of	narrative	(Elliott,	2005;	Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008),	

represented	in	the	findings	as	Personal	content	that	typically	refers	to	a	person’s	experience	of	

different	aspects	of	the	MH370	crisis.	The	findings	revealed	a	broad	set	of	content	categories,	of	which	

the	Personal	content	category	can	be	argued	to	represent	the	personal	contributions	from	the	MH370	

hashtag	participants,	which	can	be	perceived	as	representation	of	the	participant’s	personal	narrative	

(Page,	2012);	a	first-order	narrative	(Heath,	2004).	It	is	at	the	same	time	argued	that	these	personal	

contributions	can	be	perceived	as	fragments	of	a	larger	meta-narrative;	a	grand	narrative,	of	the	

MH370	crisis,	and	as	such	a	representation	of	thematic	framework	that	the	smaller,	personal	

narratives	have	been	restructured	into	(Elliott,	2005;	Eriksson	&	Kovalainen,	2008).	

	

Page’s	(2012)	understanding	of	narrativity	can	be	used	as	a	mean	of	identifying	possible	

characteristics	to	the	personal	narratives,	looking	at	the	four	dimensions	of	(1)	linearity,	(2)	tellership,	

(3)	embeddedness	and	(4)	tellability.	

	

Page’s	(2012)	describes	personal	narratives	shared	through	in	social	media	as	discontinuous,	open-

ended	and	fluctuating,	which	the	findings	in	this	research	suggest	to	support:	The	participants’	

contributions	to	the	MH370	hashtag	rarely	stretched	over	more	than	one	tweet,	usually	maintaining	

an	episodic	format	of	one	tweet.	There	were	only	a	few	cases	that	could	be	considered	as	multiple	

tweets.	In	addition,	the	vast	majority	of	the	tweets	report	the	author’s	experiences	in	present	time,	as	

they	occur,	emitting	the	feeling	of	recency,	as	originally	described	by	Page	(2012),	using	past-tense	

verbs,	giving	a	sense	of	immediacy.	

	

In	general,	the	personal	contributions	to	the	MH370	hashtag	are	characterized	by	a	tellership	

consisting	of	multiple	participants.	Page	(2012)	argues	that	each	participant	maintain	a	different	level	
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of	impact,	where	their	contributive	force	can	be	understood	as	a	result	of	their	macro-	and	meso-level	

communicative	networks	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014),	mediated	by	their	use	of	the	mention	affordance	and	

their	number	of	followers.	As	this	research	is	limited	to	macro-level	of	hashtag	contributions,	it	were	

not	possible	to	analyze	the	author-specific	impact,	hence,	tweets	were	studied	independent	of	their	

author.	Tweet	authorship	was	only	used	for	examining	whether	or	not	the	tweet	was	part	of	a	longer	

series	of	multiple	tweets.	

	

The	findings	revealed	that	a	considerable	portion	of	the	collected	tweets	were	highly	embedded	in	its	

surrounding	context.	In	order	to	secure	a	more	valid	and	reliable	set	of	data,	these	contributions	were	

removed	from	further	analysis.		

	

There	is	little	doubt	that	the	MH370	hashtag	acts	as	a	backchannel	to	the	crisis	and	its	events,	and	it	

can	be	argued	that	since	the	MH370	hashtag	is	a	result	of	the	crisis	situation,	most	of	the	contributions	

to	the	hashtag	are	actually	triggered	from	this	situation.	Hence,	most	of	the	contributions	to	the	

hashtag	are	embedded	in	a	behavioral	context	of	real-time	commentary,	where	the	physical	

environment	and	the	situation	of	the	participants	trigger	their	tweeting	efforts.	In	addition,	the	

findings	revealed	that	in	some	cases,	other	unrelated	events	could	trigger	the	participants	to	make	

contributions	to	the	hashtag.	For	instance,	the	“Good	night”	sub-category	to	the	Consideration	category	

can	be	understood	as	instances	where	the	author	tweets	a	“good	night”	message	before	going	to	bed.	

Another	examples	were	when	the	New	Horizons	space	probe	flew	by	Pluto	on	July	14th	2015,	which	

resulted	in	21	tweets	commenting	on	the	lack	of	development	in	the	MH370	crisis.		

	

In	general,	the	tweet	corpus	contained	a	high	amount	of	intertextual	embedded	content,	mostly	in	

terms	of	attached	URLs,	but	also	a	considerable	number	of	videos,	images	and	other	tweets.	These	

findings	stand	in-line	with	Page’s	(2012)	description	of	Twitter	communication	as	highly	intertextual	

embedded.		

	

The	tellability	of	the	tweet	contributions	regards	what	makes	a	story	worth	telling	(Page,	2012).	In	the	

close	proximity	to	when	the	data	collection	was	conducted,	there	had	not	been	any	recent	major	

developments	related	to	the	MH370	crisis,	reflected	in	the	Lack	of	attention	category,	which	is	

characterized	by	a	negative	reaction	to	the	low	level	of	media	attention	that	the	crisis	has	received.	

This	reaction	to	media	attention	is	often	triggered	by	other	events	that	-do-	receive	media	attention,	

such	as	the	Pluto	fly-by	event.	Having	previously	received	massive	media	coverage,	the	crisis	

stakeholders	might	have	become	accustomed	to	the	high	level	of	attention,	and	as	such,	reacts	when	

there	is	no	development.	Understanding	the	MH370	hashtag	as	the	crisis’	backchannel,	it	explains	why	
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it	is	natural	for	the	involved	stakeholders	to	ventilate	their	concerns	across	this	channel.	Another	

possible	explanation	is	that	the	severity	of	the	crisis,	in	combination	with	it	not	being	resolved,	creates	

an	unresolved	state	of	uncertainty	among	the	stakeholders,	which	fuels	a	desperation	for	the	crisis	to	

be	resolved.		

	

A	crisis	creates	a	high-level	of	uncertainty	to	those	involved,	and	as	such,	it	is	natural	to	assume	that	

there	is	a	general	motivation	among	stakeholders	for	the	crisis	to	become	resolved	in	order	

terminating	the	level	of	uncertainty.	

In	relation	to	Seelnow	&	Seeger’s	(2013)	three-stage	model,	the	MH370	crisis	is	argued	to	be	located	in	

post-crisis	stage,	a	stage	in	which	the	stakeholders	attempt	to	re-establish	a	sense	of	order,	grounds	of	

relief,	and	recognizing	that	a	loss	has	occurred.	In	this	phase	of	the	crisis,	the	stakeholders’	motivation	

is	to	resolve	certain	parts	of	the	crisis	narrative	through	questioning	aspects	such	as	how	the	crisis	

happened,	why	it	happened,	who	is	to	blame;	and	what	should	be	done	to	prevent	the	same	from	

happening	in	the	future.	Hence,	much	of	the	tellability,	that	is,	the	underlying	motivation	towards	

making	a	contribution	to	a	narrative	(Page	2012)	is	thought	to	be	fueled	by	the	behavioral	

characteristics	of	the	post-crisis	stage.	

Some	of	the	topical	categories	from	the	findings	can	be	interpreted	as	contributions	to	certain	aspects	

of	the	crisis	narrative.		

	

(1) Since	the	Explaining	the	disappearance	category	consists	of	contributions	in	the	form	of	

discussions,	reflections	and	interpretations	on	the	underlying	reason(s)	to	the	disappearance	

of	MH370,	it	can	be	argued	to	contribute	to	both	the	“what	happened”	and	“why	it	happened”	

aspects	of	the	crisis	narrative	(Seelnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	The	explanations	are	not	unison,	but	

contribute	to	different	theories	on	what	happened	to	the	MH370.	

	

(2) The	Finding	the	plane	category,	which	consists	of	contributions	where	the	author	discuss	and	

reflects	upon	what	is	being	done	in	order	to	locate	MH370,	can	be	understood	as	contributing	

to	the	“what	will	be	done”	aspect	of	the	crisis	narrative,	as	well	as	the	“what	has	happened”	

aspect	through	indirectly	acknowledging	that	MH370	went	down	into	the	ocean	when	

acknowledging	the	search	locations.	

	

(3) The	Lack	of	attention	category,	which	consists	of	contributions	that	express	a	concern	for	that	

the	media	and/or	the	general	population	are	forgetting	the	MH370	crisis,	can	be	understood	as	

contributing	to	the	crisis	narrative	through	interpreting	the	“what	will	be	done”	aspect	of	the	
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crisis	narrative,	through	suggesting	that	the	crisis	does	not	receive	enough	attention.	

	

(4) The	Lack	of	development	category	shared	similarities	with	the	aforementioned	Lack	of	

attention,	in	that	these	contributions	addresses	the	“what	will	be	done”	aspect	of	the	crisis	

narrative	through	suggesting	a	narrative	of	there	is	not	enough	development	in	the	crisis.	

	

Other	topic	categories	contributed	less	to	the	crisis	narratives.	Tweets	in	the	General	comments	

category,	while	being	characterized	as	personal	content,	were	difficult	or	not	possible	to	associate	with	

any	of	the	crisis	narrative	aspects.	The	Considerations	category	consists	of	considerate	comments	

addressed	towards	those	affected	by	the	crisis,	and	as	such,	were	not	interpreted	make	any	

contribution	towards	any	specific	crisis	narrative	aspect.	

	

Some	of	these	narratives	stand	in	direct	opposition,	creating	different	opposing	narratives,	possibly	as	

a	result	of	that	no	unison	explanation	with	high	narrative	integrity	has	been	established	(Heath	2004).	

What	makes	the	multiple,	opposing	narratives	able	to	co-exist?	One	possible	explanation	can	be	that	at	

the	time	of	research	there	did	not	exist	any	narrative	with	a	satisfactory	level	of	rhetorical	integrity	

(Heath	2004),	which	can	be	a	consequence	from	that	a	story	lacks	narrative	fidelity	and/or	integrity.	

Take	for	instance	the	aspect	of	how	the	MH370	airplane	disappeared.	One	can	argue	that	it	

disappeared	as	a	consequence	of	crashing,	but	if	the	reason	behind	the	cause	is	hidden,	as	there	are	no	

direct	evidence	of	a	crash	taking	place,	this	results	in	little	evidence	material	to	build	up	to	the	

probability	of	this	narrative.	The	lack	of	a	highly	probable	narrative	suggests	that	it	is	difficult	to	fend	

off	opposing	narratives	such	as	the	Maldives-	and	Diego	Garcia	explanations,	which	allows	a	set	of	

different	narratives	to	co-exist.		

	

Findings	revealed	35	occurrences	of	distrust	in	the	personal	content	contributions	to	the	MH370	

hashtag,	which	suggest	that	several	of	the	participants	perceives	a	low	level	of	credibility	among	the	

responsible	parties	and	their	explanations	regarding	the	crisis.	In	some	cases,	certain	crisis	

stakeholders	were	distrusted	–	such	as	the	Malaysian	government	and	Malaysian	airlines,	in	other	

cases,	information	and	evidence	from	these	parties	were	distrusted	–	such	as	the	media	and	the	

Inmarsat	satellite	data	evidence	that	show	the	flight	path	of	MH370,	and	to	the	search	location	that	

this	flight	path	leads	to.	Some	of	the	tweets	that	emit	distrust	towards	the	Malaysian	government	

points	toward	a	material	coherence,	in	that	the	government	have	a	reputation	of	being	distrustful,	

therefore,	it	is	assumed	that	they	do	not	tell	the	truth	this	time,	drawing	an	already	established	

narrative	foundation	regarding	the	government	as	distrustful.	This	suggest	that	any	narrative	

produced	by	the	Malaysian	government	will	be	perceived	as	low	in	narrative	fidelity	to	the	audiences	
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perceive	this	party	of	not	being	credible,	where	a	lacking	material	coherence	can	undermine	the	

explanatory	power	of	the	crisis	response,	affecting	the	senders’	rhetorical	integrity	and	information	

authority	(Heath,	2004).			

	

8.2 Methodological	limitations	and	advantages	
Examining	the	narrative	embeddedness	of	the	personal	content	made	the	foundation	for	the	narrative	

analysis	more	approachable	by	removing	personal	content	that	was	either	embedded	in	

communicative	spaces	not	available	for	hashtag	research	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014)	or	embedded	in	

intertextual	content	such	as	URLs	and	media	(Page,	2012).	At	the	same	time,	it	can	be	argued	that	both	

of	these	measures	made	the	corpus	foundation	less	rich	than	if	one	had	made	another	approach	to	

such	a	research.		Intertextual	content	can	be	argued	to	be	of	exceptional	value	for	gaining	a	better	

understanding	of	how	bricolage	affects	the	narrative	processes:	what	types	of	online	sites	and	

materials	the	hashtag	participants	base	their	narrative	contribution	on.	Understanding	where	the	

different	contributions	originate	from	can	be	of	value	to	companies	and	researchers	that	wish	to	

identify	the	sources	for	the	crisis	narrative	contributions,	for	instance	if	there	is	incorrect	information	

being	spread,	through	using	the	intertextual	content	to	trace	back	possible	second-hand	information	

to	its	source(s),	allowing	insight	in	how	online	communicate	bricolage	during	a	crisis.		

	

The	communicative	spaces	that	a	tweet	connects	against	(macro,	meso	and	micro)	can	reflect	which	

audience	the	author	of	the	tweet	intend	to	address	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014),	where	the	use	of	hashtags	

and	mentions	allow	the	author	to	specify	what	audience	that	the	content	should	be	connected	toward.	

While	the	use	of	hashtags	and	mentions	cater	for	the	authors’	needs,	these	affordances	can	be	of	

problem	to	researchers	that	have	limited	their	research	to	a	specific	hashtag	(Bruns	&	Moe,	

2014),	where	inconsequential	use	of	hashtags	can	be	of	problem.	For	instance,	if	I	post	a	tweet	with	a	

hashtag	and	address	someone	with	a	mention,	hashtag	research	requires	the	reply	to	include	the	same	

hashtag	in	order	to	be	collected,	which	one	cannot	expect.	This	move	from	the	macro-level	to	the	

micro-level	(Bruns	&	Moe,	2014)	makes	micro-level	tweets	contextually	embedded,	and	as	a	

consequence	of	improving	the	reliability	to	the	collected	data,	tweets	connected	to	the	micro-level	

should	be	filtered	away	from	further	research.	

	

Tweets	that	are	intertextual	embedded	are	contextually	bound,	requiring	the	researcher	to	have	both	

access	and	time	to	interpret	the	content.	While	many	of	the	embedded	URLs	can	be	accessed,	the	

amount	of	work	that	such	a	task	requires	lies	outside	the	scope	of	this	research.	Regarding	embedded	

media,	the	method	of	collecting	data	from	the	Twitter	REST	API	does	not	include	such	data,	and	were	
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as	such	not	possible	for	this	research.	For	these	reasons,	tweets	with	intertextual	content	were	

discarded	for	further	analysis.	

	

Other	contextual	factors	that	have	been	difficult	to	assess,	is	the	embedding	of	other	participants	and	

the	surrounding	textual	context	to	the	narrative	text.	This	research	had	no	possibility	highlight	how	

these	factors	affect	the	narrative	contribution.	In	terms	of	participants,	understanding	how	an	author	

perceives	his	or	her	audience	is	highly	inaccessible.	The	same	applies	to	the	textual	context,	where	

attempting	understanding	how	each	participant’s	idiosyncratic	Twitter-stream	affect	their	narration	

process,	is	futile.		

	

As	has	been	seen,	crisis	narratives	are	built	up	from	multiple	contributions	from	multiple	actors.	While	

this	research	is	capable	to	highlight	the	number	of	participants	to	the	MH370	hashtag,	it	says	little	

about	the	contributive	force	to	each	participant	and/or	their	contributions.		As	Page	(2012)	points	out	

in	terms	of	narrative	tellership	in	Twitter,	the	different	authors	that	contribute	to	a	narrative	carry	

different	reach	through	possible	variations	in	the	size	of	their	follower	networks,	which	again	is	

complicated	by	the	possibility	of	bricolage,	where	other	users	may	bricolage	the	message	to	their	own	

network.	This	complicated	nature	of	Twitter	makes	it	evident	why	communication	not	only	must	be	

understood	as	a	process	(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2011),	but	also	researched	as	a	process,	not	focusing	on	

a	single	author	or	utterance,	but	rather	accept	that	communication	is	becoming,	not	being,	where	the	

utterances	are	merely	points	in	a	continuous	flow.		

	

Due	to	limited	resources,	this	research	have	only	explored	the	collaborated	narratives	of	one	online	

site	(Twitter),	which	goes	against	Gulbrandsen	&	Just’s	(2011)	recommendations	to	collect	and	

analyze	content	from	multiple	sites	should	be	selected.	Alternatively,	sites	representing	different	could	

have	been	selected,	which	would	have	given	the	research	a	chance	to	examine	how	communication	

changes	and	transcends	between	platforms,	for	instance	from	a	news	sites	(i.e.	theguardian.com)	and	

towards	Twitter,	highlighting	the	bricolage	capabilities	of	online	communication,	and	allowing	a	more	

in-depth	examination	online	communication	as	a	process	(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2011).	While	selecting	

a	sole	social	media	platform	is	far	from	the	ideal	research	approach,	it	is	worth	noting	that	Twitter	

represents	a	diversified	amount	of	actors	and	participants,	and	that	the	platform	has	a	multitude	of	

sites	leading	there.		

	

Another	limitation	to	this	research	comes	in	relation	to	the	coding	process	during	the	manual	content	

analysis.	In	some	reseach	approaches,	a	coding	scheme	is	created,	which	can	be	understood	as	“a	

translation	device	that	organizes	data	into	categories”	(Hsieh	&	Shannon,	2005,	p.	1285),	which	aims	to	
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guide	other	researchers	and	help	them	to	make	decisions	in	their	own	analysis	through	establishing	a	

coherent	and	systematic,	logical,	and	scientific	ruleset	on	the	process	of	data	analysis	shall	be	

conducted.	Utilizing	a	choding	scheme	could	have	made	the	coding	process	more	consistent,	but	since	

the	analysis	were	conducted	by	a	sole	researcher,	it	was	assumed	that	consistency	were	less	of	an	

issue	than	through	approaches	from	larger	teams.	However,	the	fact	that	the	manual	analysis	were	

conducted	by	a	sole	research	is	a	weakness	to	this	approach	in	itself.	Being	only	one	researcher,	there	

was	no	possibility	to	test	and	quality-ensure	the	interpretations	that	were	made	of	the	content.		

	

Having	conducted	a	hashtag	research,	there	is	important	to	point	out	some	of	the	limitations	to	this	

type	of	research	approach.	A	tweet	corpus	that	have	been	extracted	from	a	hashtag	does	not	reflect	all	

communicative	activities	that	takes	place	on	Twitter,	merely	a	subset	of	activities	that	takes	place	in	

relation	to	the	given	topic	(Bruns	&	Stieglitz,	2013).	A	hashtag	dataset	will	only	reflect	communicative	

activities	where	the	author	felt	some	form	of	relevance	against	the	given	hashtag,	and	a	motivation	to	

actively	include	it	in	the	message	(Bruns	&	Stieglitz,	2013).	This	means	that	a	hashtag	dataset	excludes	

communicative	activities	on	the	meso	and	micro	level	that	did	not	include	a	hashtag,	limiting	the	

potential	for	making	reliable	interpretations	in	terms	of	what	this	type	of	corpus	can	represent	(Bruns	

&	Stieglitz,	2013).	Hashtag	dataset	will	always	be	a	fragment	of	a	wider	conversation,	and	therefore	it	

is	crucial	that	it	is	analyzed	from	this	perspective	(Bruns	&	Stieglitz,	2013).	Listening	in	on	a	hashtag	

activity	does	not	give	a	complete	picture	of	what	Twitter	users	says	about	a	given	topic,	but	rather	a	

partial	picture	of	how	some	users	chose	to	connect	their	Tweet	to	the	given	topic.	Any	Tweets	

regarding	a	topic	that	does	not	include	a	given	hashtag	will	therefore	not	be	collected.	While	it	is	

difficult	to	find	a	better	alternative	to	a	research	design,	macro-layer	hashtag	studies	have	to	be	

conscious	that	what	the	hashtag	they	listen	in	on	represents	merely	the	tip	of	an	iceberg	of	

communicative	activity.	When	these	limitations	are	understood,	hashtag	dataset	analysis	can	be	an	

important	tool	for	identifying	and	understanding	communicative	efforts	on	Twitter	(Bruns	&	Stieglitz,	

2013).	

	

In	this	research	approach	there	was	not	collected	any	data	on	the	communicative	efforts	from	

Malaysian	Airlines,	only	from	the	#MH370	participants,	which	limits	the	research	down	to	one	type	of	

contributor.	Due	to	the	characteristics	of	Twitter,	where	the	users	disclose	their	identity	behind	

alternative	nicknames	(McKenna	and	Bragh,	2000),	it	was	not	possible	to	make	an	attempt	on	

segmenting	the	different	contributors	to	the	collected	corpus.	Nor	were	there	any	interest	to	present	

identifications	on	the	contributors	if	they	were	made	available,	both	due	to	ethical	reasons	as	well	as	a	

lack	of	relevance	to	the	purpose	of	this	research.	
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8.3 Managerial	implications		
Social	media	is	often	referred	to	as	a	double-edged	sword	when	used	in	crisis	response	activities	

(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	The	platforms	afford	a	rapid	flow	of	information	from	one-to-many,	which	

can	be	crucial	for	coordinating	crisis-related	efforts,	such	as	identifying,	monitoring	and	managing	

issues	in	a	quick	and	timely	manner.	However,	it	can	also	afford	misinformation	to	spread	like	wildfire,	

allowing	inaccurate	information	to	gain	a	foothold	if	not	managed	properly.	It	is	a	forceful	technology	

that	cannot	be	ignored	nor	contained,	which	is	very	evident	in	the	light	of	a	crisis,	as	the	crisis	

stakeholders	turn	towards	social	media	for	information.	

	

When	an	organization	face	the	force	of	a	crisis,	it	stands	in	the	center	of	a	forceful	event	with	a	high	

capability	of	destruction	through	introducing	disorder,	disruption	and	harm	to	the	organization	

stakeholders	if	not	managed	properly	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	For	these	reasons,	it	is	of	value	to	any	

organization	to	understand	how	to	manage	a	crisis	event.	

	

One	goal	with	crisis	communication	is	to	create	a	shared	meaning	and	understanding	of	the	crisis	

among	the	involved	stakeholders	(Sellnow	&	Seeger,	2013).	With	the	introduction	of	social	media	to	

organizations’	crisis	response	activities,	this	goal	now	requires	managers	to	properly	handle	an	even	

more	fragmented	communicative	environment	than	before,	where	the	stakeholders	now	both	produce	

and	consume	the	content	in	which	they	derive	their	meaning	from.		

In	the	event	of	a	crisis,	the	organization	face	an	intense	scrutiny	for	information	from	crisis	

stakeholders	–	be	media,	affected	parties,	members	of	the	organization	–with	an	interest	to	access	this	

information	near	real-time	as	possible.	Since	social	media	sites	carries	the	affordances	to	provide	a	

rapid	flow	of	information,	these	sites	are	often	the	go-to	place	for	involved	stakeholders,	which	puts	a	

severe	pressure	on	the	organization	to	not	only	make	the	desired	information	available,	but	also	to	

manage	inaccurate	information	that	flows	and	possibly	taints	the	organization	brand.	If	the	company	

looses	its	information	authority;	its	credibility	as	a	crisis	information	provider	(Jin	et	al.,	2011),	future	

communicative	efforts	may	be	endangered.	

	

The	different	affordances	of	social	media	allow	organizations	to	facilitate	a	two-way	communication	

with	its	participants,	which	can	be	used	in	combination	with	real-time	monitoring	efforts	of	the	

different	narratives	that	are	established	and	evolving	on	the	Internet	as	a	mean	of	enriching	their	

communicative	efforts.	Veil,	Buehner,	&	Palenchar	(2011,	p.	119)	urges	the	value	of	utilizing	social	

media,	being	“essential	in	addressing	misinformation	and	establishing	the	organization	as	a	credible	

source”.	Identifying	the	multiple	narrative	explanations	that	exist	can	be	seen	as	a	healthy	first-step	
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towards	creating	a	managerial	impact	on	these	opposing	explanations.	If	successfully	identified,	these	

narratives	can	allow	managers	to	adapt	their	communicative	efforts	to	include	these	alternative	

explanations	as	a	mean	of	restoring	the	sender’s	rhetorical	integrity	and	information	authority.	

Twitter,	as	most	social	media	platforms,	afford	a	one-to-one	micro-level	form	of	communication,	which	

makes	it	possible	for	managers	to	directly	address	stakeholders	who	acts	as	ambassadors	for	the	

opposing	narratives.	Utilizing	the	dialectical	aspect	of	narrative	enactment,	where	no	narrative	is	

static,	managers	can	continuously	test,	and	possibly	correct,	opposing	narratives.	

	

8.4 Conclusion	
This	thesis	has	attempted	to	understand	how	online	communication	influence	the	collaborative	

meaning-construction	of	an	organizational	crisis	through	exploring	the	personal	contributions	being	

made	towards	the	topical	hashtag	that	is	argued	to	work	as	a	backchannel	for	the	MH370	Malaysian	

Airlines	crisis,	and	how	these	contributions	add	towards	the	larger,	overarching	meta-narratives	of	the	

crisis.	This	understanding	of	online	communication	builds	on	the	notion	of	communication	as	a	

process;	connected,	open-ended	and	recursive	(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2011),	where	the	utterance	is	

characterized	by	its	becoming,	and	not	being,	and	where	participation	allow	the	many	participants	to	

contribute	in	an	act	of	co-construction;	a	notion	that	in	this	research	has	been	an	important	premise	

towards	understanding	how	the	many	personal	contributions	can	build	up	a	larger	meta-narrative	of	a	

crisis.	A	consequence	from	this	notion	has	been	to	not	fixate	on	specific	utterances,	but	rather	the	

collaborative	effect	of	the	sum,	regarding	the	collaborative	co-production	of	meaning	as	narration	

processes,	which	in	its	essence	reflects	the	participants’	interpretation	and	understanding	of	the	world	

(Gulbrandsen	&	Just,	2013).	

	

In	order	to	better	understand	the	participants’	narration	processes,	contributions	made	towards	the	

MH370	hashtag	were	gathered	over	close	to	a	month-long	period,	which	was	then	preprocessed	and	

analyzed	through	a	manual	content	analysis.	Considered	to	be	a	context-rich	environment	with	

collaborative,	dialogic,	emergent	and	personalized	characteristics,	highly	accessible	for	researchers	

and	an	excellent	source	of	relevant	data,	as	it	is	often	used	for	crisis-	or	disaster-related	

communication	through	acting	as	a	backchannel,	Twitter	was	selected	as	the	source	of	data	to	this	

research,	where	the	topical	hashtag	of	MH370	was	identified	to	provide	on-topic	data	to	the	crisis	

event.	

	

Personal	contributions	can	be	seen	both	as	personal	narratives;	fragmentations	of	each	author’s	

personal	story,	and	when	understood	in	light	of	the	crisis	event,	fragments	of	the	collective	
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understandings	to	the	crisis	narrative.	What	ties	the	personal	content	in	this	research	to	the	MH370	

crisis	narrative	is	the	topical	hashtag	(#MH370),	making	it	possible	to	understand	the	personal	

content	as	representations	of	the	MH370	crisis	narrative.	

The	research	revealed	a	broad	set	of	different	contributions,	characterized	by	being	discontinuous,	

open-ended	and	fluctuating,	in	most	cases	made	in	an	episodic	format,	omitting	a	feeling	of	recency,	

where	a	considerable	portion	of	the	contributions	were	embedded	in	the	surrounding	context,	often	

connected	to	intertextual	or	behavioral	contextual	aspects.		

The	personal	contributions	were	found	to	address	multiple	aspects	of	the	overarching	crisis	narrative,	

hence	confirming	Heath’s	(2004)	and	Gulbrandsen	&	Just’s	(2013)	description	crisis	narratives	are	

multiple	and	divergent,	co-existing	side-by-side,	through	what	in	this	case	is	suggested	to	be	caused	

different	levels	of	narrative	probability	among	the	many	explanations	regarding	the	crisis	event,	

addressing	the	“what	has	happened?”,	“why	has	it	happened?”,	and	“what	will	be	done?”	aspects	of	the	

crisis.	 	
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Appendix	
	
Appendix	1:	The	Python	script	
	
The	following	script	was	made	available	from	Weiai	Wayne	Xu	(2015),	and	was	used	to	collect	data	
from	the	Twitter	REST	API.	
	
 
#!/usr/bin/python 
#-*-coding:utf-8-*- 
#!/usr/bin/env python 
 
 
import sys 
import urllib 
import string 
import simplejson 
import sqlite3 
 
import time 
import datetime 
from pprint import pprint 
 
import sqlalchemy 
from sqlalchemy.orm import mapper, sessionmaker 
from sqlalchemy import Column, Integer, String, ForeignKey, Text, DateTime, Float 
from sqlalchemy.ext.declarative import declarative_base 
from sqlalchemy import Unicode # 
from sqlalchemy import Text # 
 
from sqlalchemy import DECIMAL 
from sqlalchemy import Unicode 
 
 
from sqlalchemy.sql import join 
from types import * 
 
from datetime import datetime, date, time 
 
ids = ['%23', 
       '%23',] # enter your search terms 
        
from twython import Twython 
t = Twython(app_key='',       #REPLACE 'APP_KEY' WITH YOUR APP KEY, ETC., IN THE NEXT 4 LINES 
    app_secret='', 
    oauth_token='', 
    oauth_token_secret='') 
 
Base = declarative_base() 
 
 
class Messages(Base): 
    __tablename__ = 'hashtags' 
     
    id = Column(Integer, primary_key=True)   
    query = Column(String) 
    tweet_id = Column(String)  
    inserted_date = Column(DateTime) 
    truncated = Column(String) 
    language = Column(String) 
    possibly_sensitive = Column(String)  ### NEW  
    coordinates = Column(String) 
    retweeted_status = Column(String) 
    created_at_text = Column(String)   
    created_at = Column(DateTime) 
    content = Column(Text) 
    from_user_screen_name = Column(String) 
    from_user_id = Column(String)    
    from_user_followers_count = Column(Integer)   
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    from_user_friends_count = Column(Integer)   
    from_user_listed_count = Column(Integer)   
    from_user_statuses_count = Column(Integer)   
    from_user_description = Column(String)   
    from_user_location = Column(String)   
    from_user_created_at = Column(String)   
    retweet_count = Column(Integer) 
    entities_urls = Column(Unicode(255)) 
    entities_urls_count = Column(Integer)         
    entities_hashtags = Column(Unicode(255)) 
    entities_hashtags_count = Column(Integer)     
    entities_mentions = Column(Unicode(255))     
    entities_mentions_count = Column(Integer)   
    in_reply_to_screen_name = Column(String)     
    in_reply_to_status_id = Column(String)   
    source = Column(String) 
    entities_expanded_urls = Column(Unicode(255))  
    json_output = Column(String) 
    entities_media_count = Column(Integer) 
    media_expanded_url = Column(Text)  
    media_url = Column(Text)  
    media_type = Column(Text)  
    video_link = Column(Integer) 
    photo_link = Column(Integer) 
    twitpic = Column(Integer) 
     
    def __init__(self, query, tweet_id, inserted_date, truncated, language, possibly_sensitive, 
coordinates,  
    retweeted_status, created_at_text, created_at, content,  
    from_user_screen_name, from_user_id, from_user_followers_count, from_user_friends_count,    
    from_user_listed_count, from_user_statuses_count, from_user_description,    
    from_user_location, from_user_created_at, retweet_count, entities_urls,entities_urls_count,          
    entities_hashtags, entities_hashtags_count,entities_mentions,entities_mentions_count, 
in_reply_to_screen_name, in_reply_to_status_id, source, entities_expanded_urls, json_output,  
    entities_media_count, media_expanded_url, media_url, media_type,video_link, photo_link,twitpic   
    ):         
        self.query = query 
        self.tweet_id = tweet_id 
        self.inserted_date = inserted_date 
        self.truncated = truncated 
        self.language = language 
        self.possibly_sensitive = possibly_sensitive 
        self.coordinates = coordinates 
        self.retweeted_status = retweeted_status 
        self.created_at_text = created_at_text 
        self.created_at = created_at  
        self.content = content 
        self.from_user_screen_name = from_user_screen_name 
        self.from_user_id = from_user_id        
        self.from_user_followers_count = from_user_followers_count 
        self.from_user_friends_count = from_user_friends_count 
        self.from_user_listed_count = from_user_listed_count 
        self.from_user_statuses_count = from_user_statuses_count 
        self.from_user_description = from_user_description 
        self.from_user_location = from_user_location 
        self.from_user_created_at = from_user_created_at 
        self.retweet_count = retweet_count 
        self.entities_urls = entities_urls 
        self.entities_urls_count = entities_urls_count         
        self.entities_hashtags = entities_hashtags 
        self.entities_hashtags_count = entities_hashtags_count 
        self.entities_mentions = entities_mentions 
        self.entities_mentions_count = entities_mentions_count      
        self.in_reply_to_screen_name = in_reply_to_screen_name 
        self.in_reply_to_status_id = in_reply_to_status_id 
        self.source = source 
        self.entities_expanded_urls = entities_expanded_urls 
        self.json_output = json_output 
        self.entities_media_count = entities_media_count 
        self.media_expanded_url = media_expanded_url 
        self.media_url = media_url 
        self.media_type = media_type 
        self.video_link = video_link 
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        self.photo_link = photo_link 
        self.twitpic = twitpic 
   
 
    def __repr__(self): 
       return "<Organization, Sender('%s', '%s')>" % (self.from_user_screen_name,self.created_at) 
 
def get_data(kid, max_id=None): 
    try: 
        d = t.search(q=kid, count = '100', result_type = 'recent', lang = 'zh', max_id = max_id) # 
lang = 'en' 
         
    except Exception, e: 
        print "Error reading id %s, exception: %s" % (kid, e) 
        return None 
    print "d.keys(): ", d.keys()    
    print "######## # OF STATUSES IN THIS GRAB: ", len(d['statuses']) 
    print "max_id VALUE USED FOR THIS GRAB-->", max_id 
    return d 
     
def write_data(self, d):    
 
    query = d['search_metadata']['query'] 
     
    number_on_page = len(d['statuses']) 
    ids = [] 
    for entry in d['statuses']: 
        json_output = str(entry) 
        tweet_id = entry['id'] 
        inserted_date = datetime.now() 
        truncated = entry['truncated'] 
        language = entry['lang'] 
 
        if 'possibly_sensitive' in entry: 
            possibly_sensitive= entry['possibly_sensitive'] 
        else: 
            possibly_sensitive = '' 
         
        coordinates = [] 
        if 'coordinates' in entry and entry['coordinates'] != None: 
            print entry['coordinates']['coordinates'] 
            for coordinate in entry['coordinates']['coordinates']: 
                print coordinate, type(coordinate) 
                coordinates.append(coordinate) 
            
            coordinates = ', '.join(map(str, coordinates))                           
            print type(coordinates), len(coordinates), coordinates 
        else: 
            coordinates = '' 
             
        if 'retweeted_status' in entry: 
            retweeted_status = 'THIS IS A RETWEET --> DOUBLE-CHECK JSON' 
        else: 
            retweeted_status = ''   
        content = entry['text'] 
        content = content.replace('\n','')          
         
        created_at_text = entry['created_at']      
        created_at = datetime.strptime(created_at_text, '%a %b %d %H:%M:%S +0000 %Y')    
        created_at2 = created_at.strftime('%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S')    
     
        from_user_screen_name = entry['user']['screen_name'] 
        from_user_id = entry['user']['id']  
        from_user_followers_count = entry['user']['followers_count'] 
        from_user_friends_count = entry['user']['friends_count']    
        from_user_listed_count = entry['user']['listed_count'] 
        from_user_statuses_count = entry['user']['statuses_count']  
        from_user_description = entry['user']['description']  
        from_user_location = entry['user']['location']  
        from_user_created_at = entry['user']['created_at'] 
         
        retweet_count = entry['retweet_count']  
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        in_reply_to_screen_name = entry['in_reply_to_screen_name'] 
        in_reply_to_status_id = entry['in_reply_to_status_id'] 
        entities_urls_count = len(entry['entities']['urls'])     
        entities_hashtags_count = len(entry['entities']['hashtags'])    
        entities_mentions_count = len(entry['entities']['user_mentions'])  
     
        source = entry['source']           
        entities_urls = [] 
        entities_expanded_urls = [] 
         
        for link in entry['entities']['urls']: 
            if 'url' in link: 
                url = link['url'] 
                expanded_url = link['expanded_url'] 
                entities_urls.append(url) 
                entities_expanded_urls.append(expanded_url) 
            else: 
                print "No urls in entry" 
         
        entities_hashtags = [] 
        for hashtag in entry['entities']['hashtags']: 
            if 'text' in hashtag: 
                tag = hashtag['text'] 
                entities_hashtags.append(tag) 
            else: 
                print "No hashtags in entry" 
         
        entities_mentions = [] 
        for at in entry['entities']['user_mentions']: 
            if 'screen_name' in at: 
                mention = at['screen_name'] 
                entities_mentions.append(mention) 
            else: 
                print "No mentions in entry" 
                 
        entities_mentions = string.join(entities_mentions, u", ") 
        entities_hashtags = string.join(entities_hashtags, u", ") 
        entities_urls = string.join(entities_urls, u", ") 
        entities_expanded_urls = string.join(entities_expanded_urls, u", ")     
         
        video_link = 0 
        if 'vimeo' in entities_expanded_urls or 'youtube' in entities_expanded_urls or 'youtu' in 
entities_expanded_urls or 'vine' in entities_expanded_urls: 
            video_link = 1                   
            print "FOUND A VIDEO!!!" 
        else: 
            video_link = 0 
             
        if 'twitpic' in entities_expanded_urls: 
            twitpic = 1                      
            print "FOUND A TWITPIC LINK!" 
        else: 
            twitpic = 0 
        if 'twitpic' in entities_expanded_urls or 'instagram' in entities_expanded_urls or 'instagr' 
in entities_expanded_urls: 
            photo_link = 1                   
            print "FOUND A TWITPIC OR INSTAGRAM LINK!!!" 
        else: 
            photo_link = 0 
 
        
        entities_urls = unicode(entities_urls) 
        entities_expanded_urls = unicode(entities_expanded_urls) 
        entities_hashtags = unicode(entities_hashtags) 
        entities_mentions = unicode(entities_mentions) 
     
        print "urls...?....",  
        print "user_mentions...?....",  
        print "hashtags...?....",  
         
 
        if 'symbols' in entry['entities']: 
            print "HERE ARE THE SYMBOLS.......",  
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        else: 
            print "THERE AIN'T NO entry['entities']['symbols']" 
         
        if 'media' in entry['entities']: 
            print "HERE ARE THE MEDIA.......", #entry['entities']['media'] 
            entities_media_count = len(entry['entities']['media'])    
        else: 
            entities_media_count = '' 
         
 
        if 'media' in entry['entities']: 
            if 'expanded_url' in entry['entities']['media'][0]: 
                media_expanded_url = entry['entities']['media'][0]['expanded_url'] 
            else: 
                print "THERE AIN'T NO expanded_url in entry['entities']['media']" 
                media_expanded_url = '' 
                         
            if 'media_url' in entry['entities']['media'][0]: 
                media_url = entry['entities']['media'][0]['media_url'] 
            else: 
                print "THERE AIN'T NO media_url in entry['entities']['media']" 
                media_url = '' 
                         
            if 'type' in entry['entities']['media'][0]: 
                media_type = entry['entities']['media'][0]['type'] 
            else: 
                print "THERE AIN'T NO type in entry['entities']['media']" 
                media_type = '' 
        else: 
            media_type = '' 
            media_url = '' 
            media_expanded_url = '' 
 
 
       
        updates = self.session.query(Messages).filter_by(query=query, 
from_user_screen_name=from_user_screen_name, 
                content=content).all()  
        if not updates: 
            print "inserting, query:", query                    
                     
            upd = Messages(query, tweet_id, inserted_date, truncated, language, possibly_sensitive,  
                coordinates, retweeted_status, created_at_text,  
                created_at, content, from_user_screen_name, from_user_id, from_user_followers_count,  
                from_user_friends_count, from_user_listed_count, from_user_statuses_count, 
from_user_description,    
                from_user_location, from_user_created_at, retweet_count, entities_urls, 
entities_urls_count,          
                entities_hashtags, entities_hashtags_count, 
entities_mentions,entities_mentions_count, in_reply_to_screen_name, in_reply_to_status_id, source, 
entities_expanded_urls, json_output,  
                entities_media_count, media_expanded_url, media_url, media_type,video_link, 
photo_link,twitpic 
                ) 
            self.session.add(upd) 
       
                 
        else: 
            if len(updates) > 1: 
                print "Warning: more than one update matching to_user=%s, text=%s"\ 
                        % (to_user, content) 
            else: 
                print "Not inserting, dupe.." 
         
        self.session.commit() 
         
       
 
class Scrape: 
    def __init__(self):     
        engine = sqlalchemy.create_engine("sqlite:///MH370.sqlite", echo=False)   
        Session = sessionmaker(bind=engine) 
        self.session = Session()   
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        Base.metadata.create_all(engine) 
 
 
    def main(self): 
        for n, kid in enumerate(ids): 
            print "\rprocessing id %s/%s" % (n+1, len(ids)), 
            sys.stdout.flush() 
 
 
            d = get_data(kid) 
            if not d: 
                continue      
             
            if len(d['statuses'])==0: 
                print "THERE WERE NO STATUSES RETURNED........MOVING TO NEXT ID" 
                continue 
                 
            write_data(self, d)  
 
            self.session.commit()  
                     
            last_status = d['statuses'][-1] 
            min_id = last_status['id'] 
             
            max_id = min_id-1         
            print 'THIS IS THE min_id IN THE CURRENT SET OF TWEETS: ', max_id 
            
            if len(d['statuses']) >1: 
           
                print "THERE WAS AT LEAST 1 STATUS ON THE FIRST PAGE! NOW MOVING TO GRAB EARLIER 
TWEETS" 
               
                count = 2 
                while count < 40: 
                    print "------XXXXXX------ STARTING PAGE", count 
                    d = get_data(kid, max_id) 
                     
                    if not d: 
                        break 
                    elif not d['statuses']: 
                         
                        break    
                     
                    last_status = d['statuses'][-1] 
                    min_id = last_status['id'] 
                 
                   
                    max_id = min_id-1 
                    print 'THIS IS THE min_id IN THE CURRENT SET OF TWEETS: ', max_id 
                    
                     
                    if not d: 
                        continue            
 
                    write_data(self, d)  
                    self.session.commit() 
                     
                    print "------XXXXXX------ FINISHED WITH PAGE", len(d['statuses']), count 
                    if not len(d['statuses']) > 0: 
     
                        print "--------------> WE'VE REACHED THE LAST PAGE!!!! MOVING TO NEXT ID" 
                        break                     
                    count += 1 
                    if count >40: 
                        print "WE'RE AT PAGE 40!!!!!" 
                        break 
            self.session.commit() 
 
 
        self.session.close() 
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if __name__ == "__main__": 
    s = Scrape() 
    s.main() 
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Appendix	2:	Example	of	collected	tweet	data	
	
Table	3	-	Example	of	collected	tweet	data.	Note	that	the	first	column	“Id”	is	not	a	part	of	the	collected	data,	but	added	by	
the	database	program.	

	
	
	
Table	4	-	Example	of	collected	tweet	data,	cont.	

	
	
	

id tweet_id inserted_date langauge retweeted_status created_at content from_user_screen_name from_user_id from_user_followers_count from_user_friends_count from_user_listed_count from_user_statuses_count

9378 628868830333243393 05.08.2015	12:05 EN 05.08.2015	10:03
#MH370	
answers	 SimplyNewsApp 1364331198 181 551 26 8801

9379 628868797009522688 05.08.2015	12:05 EN Retweet 05.08.2015	10:02
RT	
@abcnew aschonland 16322144 4356 415 231 11245

9380 628868586765983744 05.08.2015	12:05 EN Retweet 05.08.2015	10:02
RT	
@EarlySta DavidLocal6 2585795588 382 70 17 1441

9381 628868515420835840 05.08.2015	12:05 EN 05.08.2015	10:01
RT	
CharlotWi WorldNews_24h 3254347732 490 40 166 192542

9382 628868418574393344 05.08.2015	12:05 EN Retweet 05.08.2015	10:01
RT	
@Avgeeks Caravelle210 324246770 933 835 60 26077

9383 628868393169502208 05.08.2015	12:05 EN Retweet 05.08.2015	10:01
RT	
@1310NE 1310Alexblack 325114330 3540 1979 124 20891

9384 628868374571954176 05.08.2015	12:05 EN Retweet 05.08.2015	10:01
RT	@cnni:	
The	 donalda007 73453978 86 785 12 1365

9385 628868348307218432 05.08.2015	12:05 EN 05.08.2015	10:01
6AM:	
More	 1310NEWS 190738551 10872 942 303 48748

9386 628868158238146560 05.08.2015	12:05 EN Retweet 05.08.2015	10:00
RT	
@perthno Ngoinard 232443890 360 584 16 526

from_user_description from_user_location from_user_created_at retweet_count entities_urls entities_urls_count entities_hashtags entities_hashtags_count entities_mentions

The	highest	rated	news	app	globally.
Fri	Apr	19	12:54:37	+0000	
2013 0 http://t.co/mSEhGZqBzc 1 1

My	opinions	are	mine. Baltimore	MD
Wed	Sep	17	02:16:17	
+0000	2008 33

http://t.co/2y2t14mDvp,	
https://t.co/lPvhWUyaUe 2 1 abcnews,	CSIROnews

Weekday	Local	6	morning	tv	news	anchor	5am-7am.	
http://t.co/Nfc2uh4QQf	

Tue	Jun	24	13:46:16	+0000	
2014 16 0 GOP,	 2 EarlyStart,	EarlyStart

U.S.	&	World	Breaking	News	-	Updates	Every	Minute United	States
Thu	May	14	17:20:23	
+0000	2015 0 http://t.co/U3SWLnsLbx 1 French,	 2

Ex	Major	#Airline	flight	attendant	✈️ Ne	supporte	pas	l'injustice	,	can't	
stand	the	stupids.	For	equality	#LoveIsLove	no	matter	who	you	are	 Paris	,	World

Sun	Jun	26	07:56:57	+0000	
2011 5 http://t.co/LmflN7DGZe 1 avgeek 2

AvgeeksFR,	
MailOnline,	TDLKB

Morning	News	Anchor	at	1310News.	Singer/songwriter.	I	live	in	
Ottawa.	I'm	a	junkie	for	music	and	news. Ottawa

Mon	Jun	27	19:19:07	
+0000	2011 1 http://t.co/ohRbVai8wt 1 Barrhaven,	election,	 3 1310NEWS

Father,	husband,	Scot	in	total	immersion	in	France,	I'm	on	Instagram,	
Tumblr	&	#periscope	Remember	RT=mistake!	&	Fav=derision! Île-de-France,	France

Fri	Sep	11	18:50:53	+0000	
2009 125 http://t.co/kpetsSEwAJ 1 1 cnni

1310	NEWS.	News.	Talk.	Sports. Ottawa,	Ontario
Tue	Sep	14	18:28:11	
+0000	2010 1 http://t.co/ohRbVai8wt 1 Barrhaven,	election,	 3
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Table	5	-	Example	of	collected	tweet	data,	cont.	

	

	
	
	

entities_mentions_count in_reply_to_screen_name in_reply_to_status_id source entities_expanded_urls entities_media_count media_expanded_url media_url media_type

0 dlvr.it http://dlvr.it/BlXDxn 1
http://twitter.com/Sim
plyNewsApp/status/628

http://pbs.twimg
.com/media/CLo photo

2
Twitter	for	
Windows	

http://ab.co/1IM4otM,	
https://vine.co/v/eHEg5ZOOmE5

2
Twitter	for	
iPhone

0 IFTTT http://f24.my/1UmP5f7

3
Twitter	for	
iPad http://dailym.ai/1ONrPTO

1 TweetDeck http://player.1310news.com

1
Twitter	for	
Android http://cnn.it/1P2lMeG 1

http://twitter.com/cnni
/status/62842264014372

http://pbs.twimg
.com/media/CLiZ photo

0
Twitter	Web	
Client http://player.1310news.com



Appendix	3:	Overview	and	description	of	tweet	metadata	
	
Table	6	–	Tweet	metadata	labels	and	description	

Label	 Description	
tweet_id	 Twitter’s	unique	identifier	of	a	tweet	

inserted_date	 The	date	and	time	on	which	the	data	was	collected	into	my	
database		

language	 The	language	of	the	tweet,	according	to	the	user’s	self-
declared	user	interface	language	

retweeted_status	 Whether	the	tweet	is	a	retweet	or	not	

created_at	 UTC-time	that	the	tweet	was	created	

content	 The	content	of	the	tweet	

from_user_screen_name	 The	screen	name,	handle,	or	alias,	of	the	tweet	sender,	and	
while	unique,	often	subject	to	change	

from_user_id	 The	unique	identifier	of	a	tweet	sender,	and	not	subject	to	
change	

entities_urls_count	 The	number	of	URLs	included	in	the	tweet	

entities_mentions	 The	screen-names	mentioned	in	the	tweet	

in_reply_to_screen_name	 The	screen-name	to	the	user	that	the	sender	replied	to		

entities_expanded_urls	 The	full-length	URL	that	was	featured	in	the	tweet	

entities_media_count	 The	number	of	media	objects	(images,	videos)	attached	to	
the	tweet	
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Appendix	4:	Content	categories	
	
Table	7	-	Description	and	examples	of	content	categories	

Content	
Category	

Description	 Tweet	Examples	

Resource	 Tweets	labeled	as	resources	was	tweets	
that	gave	official/unofficial	
announcements,	status	updates	on	search	
conditions,	such	as	weather	and	ships	
attending,	or	corporate	development	
inside	Malaysia	Airlines,	or	simply	
someone	informing	about	a	MH370	TV-
documentary.	

#MH370	Malaysian	Airlines	confirmed	in	
2014	there	had	been	highly	flammable	
lithium-ion	batteries	in	its	cargo	hold.	
	
“#MH370	New	Malaysia	Airlines	boys	
Christoph	Mueller	is	cutting	6,000	jobs	(1/3	of	
the	workforce)	before	airline	is	rebranded	in	
September.” 
 

“The	Fugro	Equator-frOm	60k	to	120k/sq	
search	saga	o	ill-fated	flight	#mh370	resume	
since	7th	July	instead	of	incOming	winter..” 
 

“Replay	of	#MH370	show	"Ghost	Planes"	on	
the	History	channel	9-11	am	EDT	today.”	

Jokes	 Tweets	labeled	as	jokes	share	in	common	
that	there	is	a	clear	intention	of	using	
MH370	in	a	humorous	way,	and	not	to	
make	a	personal	statement,	often	through	
wits,	parodies,	or	humorous	remarks	
regarding	the	MH370	situation	or	other	
breaking	news.	

“#BREAKING:	location	of	#MH370	officially	
identified	by	search	party.	It's	in	Putin's	belly.	
Putin	ate	the	plane.” 
 

“how	can	people	like	george	w.	bush	find	god	
but	we	can't	find	#MH370?” 
 

“I	wonder	what	#CNN	would	have	been	
reporting	for	the	past	18	months,	if	Malaysian	
Airlines	didn’t	exist?!?	#MH17	#MH370” 
 

“Just	came	across	a	bio	of	a	#Malaysian	s	
twitter	handle.	Says,	'to	fly	is	an	awfully	big	
adventure'.	I	can	understand.	#MH370	
#MH17	#avgeek”	

Off-Topic	 Tweets	labeled	as	off-topic	are	instances	
where	the	author	makes	use	of	MH370	as	
an	example,	to	emphasize	a	point,	but	also	
general	chat	with	no	direct	connection	
towards	the	MH370	topic.	

“With	more	than	a	month	it	went	missing,	is	
the	Indian	Coast	Guard's	
#MissingDornierAircraft	going	to	be	a	new	
#MH370	for	India?” 
 

“#PrisonBreakNY,	the	#MH370	of	2015	-	at	
least	for	the	#ADK!” 
 

“Just	realised	it's	been	5	months	since	my	last	
tweet	#Twitter	Note	to	self:	Must	do	better!	
#auspol	#socialmedia	#news	#mh370” 
 

“Very	interesting	recently:	I	generate	(many)	
fake	followers	whenever	I	tweet	something	re	
#MH370.	To	whomever	is	behind	it:	try	
harder.”	
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Other	 Tweets	labeled	as	other	mostly	contained	
spam	messages	(e.g.	a	tweets	posted	
several	times	in	a	row,	in	which	the	
duplicate	tweets	were	coded	as	spam),	but	
also	content	that	could	not	be	analyzed	
(e.g.	foreign	language	tweets,	or	tweets	
where	the	content	made	no	sense),	as	well	
as	tweets	that	were	intended	to	be	
@mentions	/	retweets,	but	where	the	
author	had	failed	to	include	the	necessary	
linguistic	markers.		

"@ThamWaiKeong@i	can't	explain	this	
moment	by	in	technical	words,	it	is	from	3rd	
fleshing	moment,	so	much	opposed	to	the	
common	sense	#mh370” 
 

“Chelou	le	Obama..	Hum	..	#MH370	#M6” 
 

“they	need	to	knoq	,which	way	to	sway#helios	
#MH17	#MH370	#qz8501	#germanwings”	

Personal	
Content	

Tweet	has	a	personal	relevance	to	the	
author.	See	appendix	5,	table	10	for	a	more	
detailed	overview	and	description	of	these	
tweets	

	

	
Table	8	–	Content	categories	

Category	 #	of	Tweets	 %	of	Total	
Jokes	 28	 6,90	%	

Off-topic	 23	 5,67	%	
Other	 63	 15,52	%	

Personal	content	 248	 61,08	%	
Resource	 44	 10,84	%	

Grand	Total	 406	 100,00	%	
	

	
Table	9	–	Pie	chart	of	content	categories	

	
	
	
	
	 	

7%	
5%	

16%	

61%	

11%	

Jokes	

Off-topic	

Other	

Personal	content	

Resource	
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Appendix	5:	Personal	content	topics	
	
Table	10	-	Description	and	examples	of	personal	content	categories	

Content	category	 Description	 Tweet	examples	
Considerations	 Tweets	that	communicate	

considerate	thoughts,	
prayers,	and	other	kind	
words,	towards	the	involved	
parties	of	the	crisis,	such	as	
the	MH370	passengers	and	
crew	members,	and/or	their	
friends	and	families.	

"Good	night	#MH370,	where	ever	you	are."	
	
"#MH370	always	in	our	heart"	
	
"Selamat	Hari	Raya,	#MH370	passengers	
wherever	you	are.	My	thoughts	and	prayers	are	
with	you,	always."	

Explaining	the	
disappearance	

Tweet	contain	
interpretations	regarding	
what	happened	to	the	
airplane,	discussing	a	mix	of	
different	theories	of	what	
happened	to	the	plane,	such	
as	the	battery	theory,	the	
Diego	Garcia	theory,	the	
Maldives	theory.	

"#MH370	Combo	of	several	random	theories:Co-
pilot	Fariq	Abdul	Hamid	turns	plane	around	to	
attempt	an	emergency	landing	after	battery	fire"	
	
"The	United	States	guilty	?	The	most	likely	
scenario...	#DiegoGarcia	#MH370"	
	
"#MH370	and	the	Maldives	sightings.	6	witnesses.	
Only	the	pings	get	in	the	way."	
	
"Anyone	who	still	claims	#mh17	was	actually	
#MH370	is	either	completely	ignorant,	a	useful	
idiot	or	a	disinformation	agent.	Period."	

Finding	the	plane	 Tweets	expressing	opinions	
on	the	topic	of	finding	the	
plane,	mainly	the	possible	
location	of	the	plane,	but	
also	money	being	spent	
searching,	and	general	
development	in	the	search	
process.	

"It's	insane	that	anyone	suggests	the	#MH370	SIO	
search	has	been	exhausted	&	rule	it	out	based	on	
lack	of	evidence.	Barely	been	scratched."	
	
"#MH370	Looking	for	a	needle	in	Indian	ocean,	
prob	is	there's	no	needle.	Time	to	focus	else	way,	
like	LAND	and	new	search	teams	&	talents?"	
	
"#MH370	I	suspect	the	parties	involved	are	
looking	for	cost	ceiling	if	MH370	is	not	soon	(or	
ever!)	found."	

General	
comments	

Tweets	with	general	
comments	regarding	a	
mixed	set	of	topics	
connected	to	the	MH370	
case.	

"#MH370	At	end	ofday,	who	will	own	rights	to	the	
map	of	Indian	floor	map	drawn	from	#MH370	
searches?	Owner(s)	will	eventually	be	darn	rich!"	
	
"The	loss	of	#MH370	did	nothing	to	change	the	
ownership	of	any	patents.	Claiming	otherwise	is	
just	showing	complete	ignorance	of	patent	laws"	
	
"Got	a	feeling	we'll	hear	about	#MH370	next	few	
days"	
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Lack	of	attention	 Tweet	contain	a	concern	for	
that	media	and	the	general	
population	are,	or	will	be,	
forgetting	about	MH370,	
often	relating	this	concern	
to	breaking	news	of	other	
events	that	gain	more	
attention	than	what	MH370	
currently	is.	

"#MH370	the	missing	plane	the	#world	has	
#forgotten"	
	
"Nobody	talks	about	#MH370	anymore...	Like	it	
never	happened"	
	
"#MH370Sad	how	the	media	forgets	
disappearance	of	an	aircraft..	When	was	the	last	
time	MH370	was	in	the	news?"	

Lack	of	
development	

Tweet	contain	questions	or	
statements	regarding	the	
lack	of	development,		
through	asking	for	updates,	
stating	that	there	is	no	
updates/answers	on	the	
crisis	event,	asking		where	
the	plane	is,	expressing	a	
need	for	an	explanation,	or	
commenting	on	the	time	
passed	since	the	
disappearance.	

"So	how	about	that	#MH370	.	Feel	like	something	
should	have	washed	up	by	now."	
	
"Still	baffles	me	how	that	plane	was	never	found	
what	just	vanished	#MH370"	
	
"So	what	happened	to	#MH370?"	
	
"500	days	gone	and	everything	has	gone	all	quiet	
regarding	#MH370.	It's	as	if	it	never	happened."	

	
When	reading	table	11;	13-16,	note	that,	where	applicable,	larger	categories	(bold)	are	built	up	by	its	
proceeding	sub-categories	(not	in	bold).	
	
Table	11	–Personal	content,	quantitative	data	

Personal	content	 #	of	Tweets	 %	of	Total	
Considerations	 23	 9,27	%	

Good	night	 7	 2,82	%	
Kind	words	 5	 2,02	%	

Other	 2	 0,81	%	
Prayer	 9	 3,63	%	

Explaining	the	
disappearance	

52	 20,97	%	

Battery	theory	 4	 1,61	%	
Diego	Garcia	theory	 3	 1,21	%	
General	theories	chat	 10	 4,03	%	
Information	cover-up	 13	 5,24	%	

Maldives	theory	 17	 6,85	%	
Other	theories	 5	 2,02	%	

Finding	the	plane	 37	 14,92	%	
Location	of	plane	 11	 4,44	%	

Satellite	data	 15	 6,05	%	
Search	efforts	 11	 4,44	%	

General	comments	 18	 7,26	%	
Aviation	law	 2	 0,81	%	

Aviation	safety	 1	 0,40	%	
MH370	developments	 6	 2,42	%	
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Other	 9	 3,63	%	
Lack	of	attention	 22	 8,87	%	

Forgetting	the	plane	 22	 8,87	%	
Lack	of	development	 96	 38,71	%	

Asking	for	updates	 7	 2,82	%	
Plane	missing	 39	 15,73	%	
Pluto	fly-by	 21	 8,47	%	

Seeking	explanation	 18	 7,26	%	
Technology	 3	 1,21	%	
Time	passed	 8	 3,23	%	
Grand	Total	 248	 100,00	%	

	
	
	
Table	12	-	Pie	chart	of	personal	content	

	
	
	

Table	13	–	Resource,	quantitative	data	

Resource	 #	of	Tweets	 %	of	Total	
Other	updates	 10	 22,73	%	
Announcement	 4	 9,09	%	

Citations	 2	 4,55	%	
MAS	update	 3	 6,82	%	

TV	documentaries	 1	 2,27	%	
Search	operations	 34	 77,27	%	
Search	area	status	 10	 22,73	%	
Search	attendance	 4	 9,09	%	
Search	founding	 3	 6,82	%	

Ship	status	 17	 38,64	%	
Grand	Total	 44	 100,00	%	

9%	

21%	

15%	

7%	
9%	

39%	

Consideracons	

Explaining	the	disappearance	

Finding	the	plane	

General	comments	

Lack	of	adencon	

Lack	of	development	
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Table	14	–	Jokes,	quantitative	data	

Jokes	 #	of	Tweets	 %	of	Total	
MH370	as	example	 5	 17,86	%	
News	related	jokes	 6	 21,43	%	

Other	jokes	 17	 60,71	%	
Grand	Total	 28	 100,00	%	

	
	
Table	15	–	Off-topic,	quantitative	data	

Off-topic	 #	of	Tweets	 %	of	Total	
MH370	as	example	 18	 78,26	%	
Off-topic	chatter	 5	 21,74	%	

Grand	Total	 23	 100,00	%	
	
	
Table	16	–	Other,	quantitative	data	

	

	
	 	

Other	 #	of	Tweets	 %	of	Total	
Cannot	be	analyzed	 23	 36,51	%	

Non-English	 4	 6,35	%	
Unclear	content	 17	 26,98	%	
Unclear	referral	 2	 3,17	%	
Marker	error	 2	 3,17	%	
Failed	mention	 1	 1,59	%	
Failed	retweet	 1	 1,59	%	

Religious	content	 1	 1,59	%	
Religious	citations	 1	 1,59	%	

Spam	 37	 58,73	%	
Spam	 37	 58,73	%	

Grand	Total	 63	 100,00	%	
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Appendix	6:	Personal	content	qualifiers	
	
Table	17	–	Description	and	examples	of	qualifier	categories	

Qualifier	 Description	 Tweet	examples	
Addressing	
the	hashtag	

Tweets	that	are	
addressing	the	hashtag,	
for	instance	through	
asking	question	to	other	
hashtag	users	or	
commenting	macro-level	
utterances.	

"Any	math	geeks	out	there	tried	to	use	full	BTO	path	for	
MH370	to	triangulate	its	position?	Serious	Q.	Start	w/	
known	GPS	on	tarmac.	#MH370"	
	
"Interesting.	Thanks.	I’ve	plotted	64	end	points	based	on	Isat	
data.	Most	not	yet	searched.	Do	you	work	w/	satellites	by	
any	chance?	#MH370" 
 

"#MH370	followers	are	increasingly	split	between	those	
who	believe	#Isat	is	truthful,	and	those	who	don’t	trust	
anyone	who	withholds	data."	

Anger	 Tweets	containing	
expressions	of	typically	
profanity	or	frustration,	
or	milder	forms	of	
hostility	such	as	sarcasm.	

"#MH370	has	never	been	found.	Enjoy	complaining	about	
dumb	shit	to	the	airlines	on	twitter.	No	one	cares	about	your	
flight	delay!	Disgusting.” 
 

”WOW	-	getting	images	back	from	#Pluto	which	is	7.5	
billion	km	away	but	we	still	can't	find	a	fucking	plane..	
#MH370” 
 

”So	much	tears	about	#MH17,	but	where	your	tears	about	
#MH370	and/or	#Donbass	people?	Fuck	your	hypocrisy."	

Confusion	 Tweets	expressing	
confusion,	most	typically	
in	relation	to	that	MH370	
is	still	missing.	

"Somehow	it's	hard	to	understand	how	#PlutoFlyby	
happened,	yet	there's	still	no	sighting	of	#MH370."	

Distrust	 Tweets	containing	
distrust	towards	different	
actors,	mainly	the	
Malaysia	and	USA	
government,	the	Malaysia	
Airlines	and	the	Inmarsat	
organization,	media,	or	a	
general	skepticism.	

"#mh370	only	reason	USA	would	offer	comfort/cover	to	
Malays	is	if	truth	threatened	USA	security	or	assets.	Then	
credible	reason	to	protect	ML"	
	
"Being	skeptical	on	what	happened	to	#MH370."	
	
"If	it's	a	#coverup,	Malaysian	personnel	should	be	required	
by	law	to	take	lie	detector	tests.	#mh370	can't	remain	
missing	in	this	day	n	age."	

Empathy	 Tweets	expressing	
sympathy,	for	instance	
when	wishing	for	a	crisis	
resolution,	sharing	their	
thoughts	and	prayers,	
towards	either	flight	
MH370	in	general	or	
towards	involved	parties	
in	specific.	

"Have	not	forgotten	you	#MH370	families,	Still	working	
hard	to	get	more	answers.	I	still	have	hope	we	will	find	out	
100%	what	really	went	on."	
	
"Still	check	news	sites	every	day	for	news	on	#MH370.	I	feel	
sick	for	those	families	who	lost	loved	ones,	may	never	know	
what	happened."	
	
"#mh370:	we	have	not	forgotten	you."	

Hope	 Tweets	expressing	hope	
regarding	the	MH370	
crisis.	

"Got	a	feeling	we'll	hear	about	#MH370	next	few	days"	
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Multiple	
tweets	

Tweets	that	are	
fragments	of	a	longer	
series	of	tweets,	either	
indicated	through	an	
emphasis	by	the	author	or	
revealed	through	looking	
at	the	content	and/or	the	
time	of	post.	

"Let's	wind	clock	back.	#mh370	Maldives	sighting	rejected	
immediately	by	experts	because	1/fuel.	2/time.	(This	the	
first	of	several	posts)."	
	
"#mh370	Everyone	seems	to	agree	Malays	know	much	more	
than	has	been	released.	All	various	theories/scenarios	seem	
to	accept	this	as	fact.	1/3"	
	
"This	new	theory	about	the	batteries	on	board	#MH370	
makes	by	far	the	most	sense.	If	it	was	piloet	suicide,	why	fly	
for	8	hours	and...	(1/2)"	

News	event	
trigger	

Tweets	that	are	triggered	
by	news	event	that	is	not	
related	to	MH370	

"Ok.	We	made	it	to	#pluto	and	got	pics	back.	Now,	who's	
gonna	tell	us	where	#MH370	is,	or	are	we	gonna	pretend	
forever	it's	in	the	ocean?"	
	
"So	much	tears	about	#MH17,	but	where	your	tears	about	
#MH370	and/or	#Donbass	people?	Fuck	your	hypocrisy."	

Question	 Tweets	asking	a	question.	 "Anyway,	where	is	#MH370??"	
	
"How	nuts	would	it	be	if	#MH370	just	showed	back	up	
someday?"	
	
"Why	#Malaysia	is	not	demanding	an	international	tribunal	
to	investigate	the	disappearance	of	its	#MH370	flight?	
#MH17"	

Sorrow	 Tweets	expressing	
sorrow	through	either	
longing	for	alleged	
victims	of	the	crisis,	
worrying	about	crisis-
related	events,	or	a	
general	feeling	of	sadness.	

"I	miss	my	aunt	#mh370	.	It's	raya	aunt	ila	,	it's	raya	.	We	
miss	you	ð" 
 

"#MH370	Just	like	that...its	GONE!!!	The	people	in	that	
Aircraft??!!?	Their	Families?!!?	!Like	How	do	you	do	that	
'closure	thing'?!?!?"	

	
When	reading	the	tables,	note	that,	where	applicable,	larger	categories	(bold)	are	built	up	by	its	
proceeding	sub-categories	(not	in	bold).	
	
Table	18	–	Qualifiers	categories,	quantitative	data	

Qualifiers	 #	of	Tweets	 %	of	Qualifier		
Total	

%	of	Personal		
Content	Total	

Addressing	the	hashtag	 6	 2,94	%	 2,42	%	
Hashtag	conversation	 5	 2,45	%	 2,02	%	

Hashtag	narration	 1	 0,49	%	 0,40	%	
Anger	 12	 5,88	%	 4,84	%	
Anger	 2	 0,98	%	 0,81	%	

Cursing	 2	 0,98	%	 0,81	%	
Frustration	 5	 2,45	%	 2,02	%	

Sarcasm	 3	 1,47	%	 1,21	%	
Confusion	 1	 0,49	%	 0,40	%	
Confusion	 1	 0,49	%	 0,40	%	
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Distrust	 35	 17,16	%	 14,11	%	
Authority	distrust	 7	 3,43	%	 2,82	%	
General	distrust	 7	 3,43	%	 2,82	%	

Government	distrust	 2	 0,98	%	 0,81	%	
Inmarsat	distrust	 10	 4,90	%	 4,03	%	
Location	distrust	 4	 1,96	%	 1,61	%	

MAS	distrust	 4	 1,96	%	 1,61	%	
Media	distrust	 1	 0,49	%	 0,40	%	

Empathy	 28	 13,73	%	 11,29	%	
Empathy	 28	 13,73	%	 11,29	%	

Hope	 1	 0,49	%	 0,40	%	
Hope	 1	 0,49	%	 0,40	%	

Multiple	tweets	 28	 13,73	%	 11,29	%	
Multiple	tweets	 24	 11,76	%	 9,68	%	

Possible	multiple	tweet	 4	 1,96	%	 1,61	%	
News	events	trigger	 27	 13,24	%	 10,89	%	
News	events	trigger	 27	 13,24	%	 10,89	%	

Question	 56	 27,45	%	 22,58	%	
Question	 56	 27,45	%	 22,58	%	
Sorrow	 10	 4,90	%	 4,03	%	
Longing	 3	 1,47	%	 1,21	%	
Sadness	 4	 1,96	%	 1,61	%	
Sorrow	 1	 0,49	%	 0,40	%	
Worry	 2	 0,98	%	 0,81	%	

Grand	Total	 204	 100,00	%	 82,26	%	
	
	
	
	


